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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
TANNER M1CKELSEN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff·Appellant, ) ORDER GRANTING MonON TO 
) AUGMENT 
v. ) 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 38111-2010 
BROAOWA Y fORD, INC., 
Defendant·Responde.nl, 
) Bonneville County Docket No. 
) 2009-6348 
and 







A MOnON TO AUGMENT was filed by counsel Cor Appellant on July 6, 2011 . 
Therefore, good Cluse appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOnON TO AUGMENT be, and bCll"by ~ 
GRANTED and the augmentation record sba.IJ i.oclude the documents listed be.low, copies of which 
accompanied this Motion: 
I. Affidavit of 8100 Rammell in Suppon of Opposition to Defendants' Motions for 
Summary Judgment, with attached excerpt of the Deposition of Steve Rierson conducted 
on July 6, 2010 and the Supplemental Di5covery Responses filed on June 23. 2010. file-
stamped July 9. 2010; 
2. Letter to Dwayne C. Fowles, Mitch Heaps and Bron RammeU from Matthew T. Ries 
dated June 28. 2010; 
3. Affidavit of Monl Crnkovich, with attachmeots, file-SlAmped May 10,2010; 
4. Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Motions for Summary Judgment, 
file-stamped July 12,2010; and 
S. Broadway Ford's Original Discovery Responses scrwd on May 12. 2010 which consists 
of • Notice of Service and Ans .... 'CIS to Petitioner's R.cquesa for Discovery to 
Respondeat. 
IT FURTIfER IS ORDERED that the augmcolallon record sbaU include the dClClllDel11listcd 
below, copies oC which accompanied this Motion, as an EXHlBlT: 
1. Transcript oCthe Deposition oCEric Debolt conducted on July 6, 2010. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMFNT - Docket No. 31111·2010 
. 7 111 DATED this __ ~y of July, 201 I. 






For the Supreme Court 
${f~ f4~ 
Stephen W. Kenyon.~ 




In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 

















ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
AUGMENT 
BROADWAY FORD, INC., 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38111-2010 




US BANK, NA; USB LEASING, LT, 
Defendants. 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT was filea by counsel for Appellant on July 6, 201l. 
Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT be, and hereby is, 
GRANTED and the augmentation record shall incIude the documents listed below, copies of which 
accompanied this Motion: 
1. Affidavit of Bron Rammell in Support of Opposition to Defendants' Motions for 
Summary Judgment, with attached excerpt of the Deposition of Steve Rierson conducted 
on July 6, 2010 and the Supplemental Discovery Responses filed on June 23,2010, file-
stamped July 9,2010; 
2. Letter to Dwayne C. Fowles, Mitch Heaps and Bron Rammell from Matthew T. Ries 
dated June 28, 2010; 
3. Affidavit of Mont Crnkovich, with attachments, file-stamped May 10,2010; 
4. Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Motions for Summary Judgment, 
file-stamped July 12,2010; and 
5. Broadway Ford's Original Discovery Responses served on May 12,2010 which consists 
of a Notice of Service and Answers to Petitioner's Requests for Discovery to 
Respondent. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the augmentation record shall include the document listed 
below, copies of which accompanied this Motion, as an EXHIBIT: 
1. Transcript of the Deposition of Eric Debolt conducted on July 6,2010. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT Docket No. 38111-2010 
,tt, 
DATED this 7 - day of July, 2011. 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon~~lerk 
cc: Counsel of Record 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT - Docket No. 38111-2010 
07-09- ' 10 15:54 FROM-MAY RAMMELL THOMPSON 208-234-2961 T-490 P0004/0020 F-313 
r. 1 .~, t'~' r-1 ,. 
i 0 ~-'"C~ •• / 
c: :-:.,.; 
--- . 
Bron Rammell, Esq. 
MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED 
216 West Whitman 
j 7 
P.O. Box 370 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370 
Telephone (208) 233-0132 
Facsimile 208) 234-2961 
Idaho State Bar No. 4389 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 





BROADWAY FORD, INC.; US BANK, 
N.A.; USB LEASING, LT, 
Defendants. 





STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: 55 
County of Bannock ) 
CASE NO: CV-2009-6348 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRON RAMMELL IN 
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Bron Rammell, after being duly sworn, does depose and state: 
1. I am the attorney for Tanner Mickelsen in this matter. 
2. I provide the following information on personal knowledge and information. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRON RAMMEI.l.. IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
S~ARYnJDGMENT-PAGEl 
173 
3. I was personally present and conducted the depositions of Randy Cate, Mont 
Crnkovich, J aynalene Williams, and Steve Rierson. Excerpts from their depositions and 
exhibits from their depositions are attached hereto, and are true and correct copies. 
4. Also attached is a true and correct copy of relevant portions of supplemental 
discovery responses served on me on June 23,2010. 
5. Because the depositions of Jaynalene Williams and Steve Rierson were taken on 
July 6, 2010, necessitating an expedited transcript, a rough draft (unsigned) was procured 
and is provided. 
6. An attempt was made to depose the warranty technician, service manager and 
general manager of Discovery Ford in Moses Lake, Washington on June 29,2010. 
7. Subpoenas were acquired and properly served within Washington's five day 
notice provision. 
8. However, due to the absence of attorneys and witnesses on the date in question, 
the depositions could not be completed prior to July 9, 2010, as ordered by this Court. 
9. The attached letter from the attorney for Discovery Ford in Moses Lake reflects 
the conflict. 
10. In response to the inability to complete discovery within the time frames ordered 
by the Court, I asked opposing counsel to stipulate to an extension of the summary 
judgment deadline. 
11. The request was rejected, though an agreement to do the depositions on July 14, 
2010 (which was the earliest available date of all parties and counsel can conduct the 
depositions) was made. 
12. The basis (or lack thereof) of Broadway Ford's claim that the aftermarket lift kit 
they installed on the pick-up they leased Tanner did not invalidate Tanner's warranty was 
not revealed until the depositions of Randy Cate taken on June 18, 2010. 
13. Broadway Ford's original and supplemental discovery responses (attached) show 
that Broadway Ford had not provided any detail with respect to expert testimony, despite 
a prior discovery request. 
14. The original response, mailed to my office on May 12, 2010, says "Defendant has 
not determined what experts will be called to testify, ... , if any." It then refers to the 
Affidavit of Randy Cate. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRON RAMMELL IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARYJDTIGMENT PAGE2 
15. The Affidavit of Randy Cate contains numerous of conclusions, but does not 
contain any of the information asked for in Interrogatory No. 4 or that is required per 
LR.C.P.26(b)(4). 
16. In Mr. Cate's Affidavit, he alleges that something other than the non-Ford lift kit 
that Broadway Ford installed, was the cause of the warranty being dishonored. 
17. However, prior to this position, as established by the Affidavit of Brian 1. Cheney, 
Broadway Ford never previously denied that the lift kit they installed on the vehicle was 
the cause of the warranty previously. 
18. Broadway Ford presented this defense for the first time when Broadway Ford 
filed their summary judgment motion. 
19. The Affidavit of Randy Cate contains assertions and conclusions, but no reference 
to what qualifies him as an expert. He does not identify any testing, investigation or other 
facts that support his opinions or conclusions. He does not provide or refer to any 
documents, records, reports or tests that support his conclusions in his Affidavit or 
discovery responses, including information or documents supporting his statement that 
the lift kit Broadway Ford installed did not cause the problem that voided Tanner's 
warranty. 
20. Broadway Ford did provide a few incomplete documents through the Affidavit of 
Mont Crnkovich (filed with Defendant's Summary Judgment Motion), but Cate's 
Affidavit does not refer to any of those documents. 
21. Instead, Mr. Cate merely recites conclusions that are not based on any fact or 
evidence. 
22. His Affidavit must be stricken in fairness to Plaintiff. 
23. It would be unjust and unfair to Tanner Mickelsen to expect him to respond to a 
defense (and new information) presented by Broadway Ford less than two weeks prior to 
the time Tanner's response to summary judgment is due. 
24. Because Broadway Ford's contentions are in the nature of an Affirmative 
Defense, and their defense and expert information were not provided to Tanner until 
moments before Cate's deposition, Tanner should be allowed an opportunity to obtain an 
expert to address and potentially rebut Cate's position, if the Court allows Cate as an 
expert. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRON RAMrvIELL IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - PAGE 3 
25. After the deposition of Discovery Ford's service manager in Moses Lake on July 
14, I will be more able to determine what if anv eXDerts bevond Discover Ford's DeoDle 
." -L'" 1. L 
may be necessary. 
26. Broadway Ford has filed a Motion in Limine to preclude expert testimony. This 
Court should give Tanner time to adequately prepare his case and to respond to 
Broadway Ford's Affirmative Defense of alternate causes and mitigation of damages in 
the interest of justice and fairness. 
27. The Court should also be aware that the Parties have agreed on mediation on July 
21, 2010, but success of the mediation has been reduced because of the procedural 
posture of the case at this point. 
28. Specifically, the Defendants believe they will prevail entirely on summary 
judgment because Tanner has not completed his discovery and Defendants thus have no 
incentive to view this case from its full perspective. 
29. As addressed in the Memorandum filed contemporaneously herewith, I believe 
that Tanner should survive summary judgment based on the undisputed and disputed 
facts in evidence at this point; but, in the event that this Court believes Discovery Ford's 
testimony is relevant and important in order for Tanner's claims to survive summary 
judgment, it is critical that Tanner be given an opportunity to complete discovery prior to 
being forced respond to Defendants' Motions for summary judgment. 
30. Specific information sought from Discovery Ford includes: 1) The basis for 
Discovery Ford stating that Broadway Ford's installation of the lift kit invalidated 
Tanner's warranty; 2) Why Discovery Ford repaired the vehicle after it was repossessed; 
3) Whether the later work was covered by warranty or not, and if so, why was it covered 
by warranty then and not before; 4) Whether or not U.S. Bank or Broadway Ford altered 
the vehicle when they repossessed it so that the vehicle would be covered by warranty; 
and 5) What motives if any Discovery Ford would have for refusing to honor the 
warranty if in fact such a warranty existed, among other things. 
31. As learned in the deposition of Jaynalene Williams on July 6, 2010, there is 
another file and records relating to the repossession and sale of the vehicle that have 
never been disclosed to Tanner. 
32. This information could prove important in understanding what happened. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRON RAMMELL IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 4 
33. It does not appear that the deposition of Ford Manufacturing will be necessary, 
since Broadway Ford disclosed a document on June 23, 2010 (after Cate's deposition) 
that shows that Ford Motor Company supported Discovery Ford's conclusion that the lift 
kit installed on Tanner Mickelsen's pick-up invalidated Tanner's "bumper-to-bumper" 
warranty. 
34. A copy of the record relevant to this statement referred to is attached and is a true 
and correct copy provided to me as part of Broadway Ford's supplemental discovery on 
June 23,2010. 
35. As previously explained, I have done everything I think reasonably possible to 
conduct and complete discovery within a very short time frame, as ordered by the Court. 
36. It is fair and reasonable under I.R.c.P. 56(f) that Plaintiff be given additional time 
to respond to Defendants' summary judgment. 
37. Specifically this request includes additional time to complete the Discovery Ford 
depositions on July 14, 2010; to incorporate that information into the record; to 
investigate the matter of providing rebuttal to the testimony of Randy Cate which was 
only produced to me on June 18, 2010 (if he is allowed as an expert) and to address 
Defendant's Affirmative Defense of mitigation. 
38. Because of the loss of an attorney in the firm and the season of the year and our 
firm having a very busy litigation practice, I have not had sufficient time to manage all of 
my cases and to adequately respond to the Defendants' charges, despite my best efforts. 
39. Given adequate time, I will supplement discovery, and will likely amend the 
complaint to include, among other things, an allegation of apparent agency on the part of 
Broadway Ford (in its relationship with U.S. Bank), a claim under the Idaho Consumer 
Protection Act and Unjust Emichment. 
40. The statutes of limitation for these claims have not passed, and based on the 
information that has been obtained in the past couple of weeks, I believe that these 
additional claims are reasonable and appropriate under the circumstances, though it 
would be helpful to make that determination after the deposition of Discovery Ford's 
people. 
41. I am not asking for a new trial setting provided that the Court and the Defendants 
can accommodate completing this case on relatively short notice. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRON RAMMELL IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT-PAGE 5 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, Notary, this day of July, 2010. 
_ .... "' .... A...A 
E. RODRIGUEZ 
NOTARY PUBUC ~ 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this date a copy of the Affidavit of Bron Rammel! in Support of 
Opposition to Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment was served on the following named 
person(s) at the addressees) shown and in the manner indicated. 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq. 
Nalder Law Office 
591 Park Avenue, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Thomas J. Lloyd III 
Greener Burke Showmaker P.A. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
DATED this 9th day of July, 2009. 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[JEa{;simile (208-542-1002) 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] HanQDelivery 
[-lFacsimile (208-319-2601) 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRON RA\1MELL IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY ruDGMENT-PAGE6 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq., ISB #3398 
Benjamin K. Mason, Esq., ISB #7437 
NALDER LA W OFFicE PC 
591 Park Avenue Suite 201 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Telephone: 208.542.0525 
Facsimile: 208.542.1002 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




BROADWAY FORD, INC.; U.S. BANK, 
N.A., 
Defendant. 





Case No. CV -2009-6348 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO 
PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR 
DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
COMES NOW, Broadway Ford and responds to the Petitioner's Requests for Discovery to 
Respondent as follows: 
1 - SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO 
RESPONDENT 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Please identifY each exhibit you intend to, or reasonably 
anticipate you might, introduce at trial. For each exhibit, please state who prepared it and for what 
purpose it will be offered into evidence. 
ANS\VER TO INTERRoGATORY NO.4: See attached OASIS report and new vehicle 
warranty coverages along with the Action Detail documents, as requested and referred to in the 
deposition of Randy Cate. 
DATED this ~ day of June, 2010. 
NALDER LA \VOFFICE, P.C. 
By: V 
Nalde{ Esq. 
2 - SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO 
RESPONDENT 
Action Detail 
VIN: 1FTWW31 RX8EB36707 Year: 2008 
Name: MR TANNER MICKELSEN Owner Status: Original 
Symptom Desc: STRG/HANDLING PULL/DRIFT LEFT AND RIGHT 
Reason Desc: CLP - IN - FIN ASSIST - OBC 
Issue Type: 01 INQUIRY 
Origin Desc: US CONCERN C,.l\SE BASE 
Odometer: 24000 MI 
Action Date: 10101/2008 
Analyst Name: SHElP. (JSHEIR1 ),JAYMIE 
Issue Status: CLOSED 
Comm Type: PHONE 
Action Time: 14:27:29:257 
Analyst: JSHEIR1 
.Page 1 01 1 
Prinl6clioDJletaU 
Model: F-SERIES SUPER DUTY Case: 520502758 
WSD: 2007-08-18 
Primary Phone: 509-660-0718 
Secondary Phone: 509-660-0718 
Dealer: DISCOVERY FORD LINCOLN MERCURY 
P & A Code: 01170 
Action Data: No 
COMMENTS: CUSTOMER SAID 1. VEH WANDERS ALL OVER THE ROAD-HAS HAD MULTIPLE CONCERNS WITH VEH-RADIATOR 
HAS GONE OUT TWICE PREVIOUSLY-STEERING BOX GONE OUT AND DLR SAYS THE VEH WARRANTY IS VOIDED BECAUSE 
THERE ARE LIFTS ON THE VEH-DLR THAT SOLD THE VEH TO CUST VOIDED THE WARRANTY BEFORE CUST BOUGHT THE 
VEH BECAUSE THEY SOLD iT TO HIM WITH AFTERMARKET PARTS ON IT-PURCHASED THE VEH IN IDAHO FALLS FROM 
BROADWAY FORD-VEH IS AT HOME BECAUSE HE DOES NOT WANT TO BE CHARGED STORAGE FEES-IDAHO FALLS IS 
TELLING CUST THAT IT IS NOT THEIR PROBLEM-CUST WANTS VEH TO BE UNDER WARRANTY-WANTS FIN ASSTDEALER SAID 
-DLR THAT SOLD THE VEH TO CUST VOIDED THE WARRANTY BEFORE CUST BOUGHT THE VEH BECAUSE THEY SOLD IT TO 
HIM WITH AFTERMARKET PARTS ON ITDISCOVERY FORD1140 S. PIONEER WAY MOSES LAKE, WA 98837TEL:(509) 765-4551S/M 
LEOCRC ADVISED: AFTER REVIEWING THE SITUATION WITH YOUR SERVICE MANAGER, THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES OR 
OTHER COVERAGE AVAILABLE THAT WOULD PROVIDE ASSISTANCE. WE SUPPORT THE DECISION MADE BY THE 
DEALERSHIP.-ADVISED CUST THAT FORD DOES NOT PUT LIFT KITS ON THE VEH AT THE MFG PLANT THIS WOULD HAVE 
BEEN DONE ATTHE DLRSHP-ADVISED CUST TO CONTACT SELLING DLRSHPDISCOVERY FORD1140 S. PIONEER WAY MOSES 
LAKE, WA 98837TEL:(509) 765-4551S/M LEOW/A LAURENBROADWAY FORD INC980 WEST BROADWAY IDAHO FALLS, 10 
83402TEL:(208) 525-8500 
OASIS Warranty History ESP/Recall 
EXCERPT OF MR. RIERSON, QUESTIONS BY MR. RAMMELL: 
Q. That was the time you just referred to, 
right after Tanner called you? 
A. That time and also again when after 
I received the letter from Cheney SUlng us and 
wanting us to settle this thing. I spoke to 
Randy again about it and he, once again, assured 
me that the vehicle's under warranty. 
Q. Were you aware that the lift kit and 
and wheels had been installed on the vehicle? 
A. I am aware of that. I was aware of 
that. 
Q. And is it your oplnlon that those 
matters are covered by -- that those items are 
covered by Ford's warranty? 
A. Yeah. 
MR. NALDER: Which items are you 
referring to, Bron? 
MR. RAMMELL: The items I just referred 
to, the lift kit and the tires. 
A. The lift kit and the tires were covered 
by the -- any warranty would be by the tires and 
the lift kit. 
Q. (BY MR. RAMMELL) So, they weren't 
covered by a Ford warranty? 
UNEDITED - UNCERTIFIED ROUGH DRAFT 
Page 1 
Jun,28, 2010 8:39AM 0TAMPER RUBENS PS No,3212 P,2/3 
STAMPER RUBENS PS 
A T TOR N E Y SAT l A \V 
OfCounscl: RA.'iDALL L. S1 AMPER .. 
ALAN L, RUBENS 
MICHAEl. !.f. CHtlRCf{ 
MA TT}fEW T. RlES "* 
EOWAlUJ H, 'tURNER H 
CONNJ L. STAMPER 
ME/.OOY 0. FAR.ANcn + 
~'TEYEN o. ANDERSON 
DARREN M, DrOIAcmo 
Dwayne C. Fowles 
Mitch Heaps 
Larson Fowles, PLLC 
821 E. Broadway Ave., Ste. 8 
Moses Lake, WA 98837 
Bron Rammell 
720 WEST BOONE 
SUlTE200 
SPOKANE, W ASHTNGTON 99201 
TELEFAX(509) 320-4g91 
TnJ.JiPrlON.tS(509) 32604800 
June 28, 2010 
.. Also admitted in It 
-H- Also admined in TX 
• Also admitted in lD 
eo Also admitted in CA and lD 
EMAIL: mries@s1amp~law.com 
WEll SiTE: &tampcrlaw.com 
VIA FACSIMILE AT 509-765-6710 
VIA FACSIMILE AT 208-234-2961 
May, Rammell & Thompson, Chartered 
P.O. Box 370 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Re: Mickelson / Discovery Ford 
Gentlemen: 
As my assistant Laurel infonned you last week, I was out of the office on vacation. Prior to 
leaving, Mitch Heaps asked for a deposition date on July 7, 2010. I said I would check and get 
back to him on Monday June 21, 2010, after I had a chance to confer with my client. On 
Monday June 21) 2010, I was informed by my assistant that Mitch called and now requested a 
deposition date of June 29,2010. 
In my absence. our office was delivered on Tuesday June 22,2010, subpoenas duces tecums for 
several Discovery Ford employees for the depositions on June 29, 2010. In addition to me being 
out of the office, Discovery Ford's owner was likewise out of the office much of]ast week. We 
notified you first by the phone on Wednesday that the date of June 29th would not work, but that 
July 13 and 14th were available for depositions. On Friday. June 25, 2010, my assistant sent a 
letter confinning that the date would not work. and we offered alternative dates of July 13 and 
14th , By your response letter on June 25, 2010, you nevertheless maintain that the depositions 
wiU go forward for Tuesday June 29,2010. 
Jun,28, 2010 8:40AM 
Dwayne C. Fowles 
Mitch Heaps 
Bron Rammell 
June 28, 2010 
Page 2 
~T~MPER RUBENS PS No,3212 p, 3/3 
First, please be advised that Discovery Ford objects pursuant to CR 45(c)(2)(B) to producing for 
inspection or copying any of the designated documents that have been requested pursuant to the 
subpoenas duces tecums that were delivered to my office on June 22,2010. Nothing was ever 
discussed about needing to gather and produce documents in such a short time period. Such a 
request is unreasonable and imposes an undue burden on Discovery Ford. 
Second, while we discussed the potential for future depositions, I presumed that there would be a 
good faith effort to coordinate the deposition dates. I would in turn, in good faith after 
conferring on reasonable dates, accept service of a subpoena for the depositions. I was not here 
last week to accept the service of any subpoenas. Given the unreasonable short period of time 
and unduly burdensome nature of the subpoena duces tecums, I would not have agreed to accept 
service of such subpoenas. My client also has not authorized me to belatedly accept service of 
the subpoenas on behalf of the company or individuals. Accordingly, the subpoenas have not 
been properly served, and the individuals are under no obligation to attend the depositions 
scheduled for tomorrow morning. 
Please be advised that the individuals will not be attending the depositions scheduled for 
tomorrow at your office, nor will the documents be produced for inspection. Again, we have 
offered a reasonable accommodation by shifting the depositions to July 13th and 14th, I 
understand that the discovery cutoff may be July 6th, but I would imagine that under the 
circumstances, counsel for the parties in the case would stipulate to a one week extension of the 
cutoff to take a deposition in lieu of engaging in this discovery battle. 
I am headed into a deposition this morning, Feel free to fax a letter to my office or speak with 
my assistant, and I will respond upon my return to the office this afternoon. 
cc: Client 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq. - Via facsimile 
Thomas 1. Lloyd, III - Via facsimile 
M TRI1kv :6f2S120 1 0 
~7-09-'10 17:03 FROM-MAY RAMMELL THOMPSON 208-234-2961 
Bran Rammell, Esq. 
MAY, RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHARTERED 
216 West Whitman 
P.O. Box 370 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0370 
Telephone (208) 233-0132 
Facsimile 208) 234-2961 
Idaho State Bar No. 4389 
T-496 P0002/0013 F-321 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 





CASE NO: CV-2009~6348 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS 
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
BROADWAY FORD, INC.; US BANK, 
N.A.; USB LEASING, LT, 
Defendants. 





COMES NOW Plaintiff, Tanner Mickelsen, by and through his attorney of record, Bran 
i 
Rammell, of the law firm May, Rammell & Thompson, Chartered and submits the following 
I . 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motions for Surrunary Judgment. 
1. UNDISPUTED FACTS 
Tanner Mickelsen lives in the state of Washington, in town known as Moses Lake. 
CASE NO. CV-2009-6343-PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - PAGE 1 
While tanner was visiting a friend in Idaho Falls, Idaho, he stopped at Broadway Ford 
who sold him on leasing a Ford F-350 on their lot that had 1400 miles. Affidavit of Tanner 
Mickelsen. 
Broadway Ford had been using the vehicle but because it had never been titled it was sold 
as "new" vehicle. (Deposition of Mont Crnkovich, pp 27-28 
Broadway Ford represented that the vehicle was new and was covered by Ford's full 
36,000 mile "bumper-to-bumper" warranty. Affidavit of Mont Crnkovich, qr 3, and Affidavit of 
Tanner Mickelsen. 
A full "bumper-to-bumper" warranty means that every part on the vehicle sold is 
covered, regardless of how big or how small. Ford represented to Tanner Mickelsen that the 
truck he was purchasing had the full Ford "bumper-to-bumper" warranty. (Deposition of Mont 
Crnkovich, pp 27-30. 
The only exception to the 36,000 mile limit are the wiper blades, which are only covered 
for 12,000 miles. Deposition of Mont Crnkovich, pp 27-30. 
The capitalized cost of leasing the vehicle was $58,095, of which $53,095 was financed, 
meaning that Tanner gave Broadway Ford $5,000 when he took position of the vehicle on 
August 18,2007. (see Lease Agreement). 
Broadway Ford financed the lease through U.S. Bank. (see Lease Agreement). 
Tanner had miscellaneous problems with the truck and Discovery Ford in Moses Lake 
Washington did a number of repairs on the vehicle, including inspecting and installing a cooling 
system (per a recall), and reprogramming the vehicle (per a recall). All of these repairs were 
covered by the warranty. 
On September 28, 2008, Tanner was driving the truck in the Moses Lake area when he 
noticed the truck was driving "sloppy". Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen. It became difficult to keep 
the truck on the road. Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen. 
Discovery Ford told Tanner there was a problem with the steering gear and drag link that 
they determined were caused by a lift kit that had been installed by Broadway Ford. Affidavit of 
Tanner Mickelsen. 
Broadway Ford had contracted with another company to install larger tires on the truck 
(that were not Ford tires) and to accommodate the tires, installed a "lift kit" that was not a Ford 
part. Deposition of Randy Cate, pp 82-83. 
CASE NO. CV-2009-6343-PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 2 
Neither the lift kit nor the tires were Ford products and therefore were not covered by the 
"bumper-to-bumper" warranty. Deposition of Mont Crnkovich 57; Deposition of Randy Cate pp 
82-83; Deposition of Steve Rierson pp 1-2 (rough). In follow up to Discovery Ford telling him 
that his truck was not covered by the "bumper-to-bumper" warranty, he contacted both Ford 
Motor Company and Broadway Ford to resolve the problem. Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen; 
Deposition of Randy Cate, pp 56-57; Record of discussion with Ford Warranty Department 
disclosed by Broadway Ford on June 23,2010. 
Ford Motor Company told Tanner that they stood behind Discovery Ford's 
determination. Record of discussion with Ford Warranty Department disclosed by Broadway 
Ford on June 23,2010. 
Because the scope and extent of representations Broadway Ford made after Tanner's 
discussions with Discovery Ford and Ford Motor Company are disputed they are not included in 
this statement of undisputed facts. 
Tanner contacted u.s. Bank after Broadway Ford told him he should speak to them 
regarding the warranty, Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen. Tanner informed them of the problems. 
Deposition of Jaynalene Williams pp. 102. U.S. Bank's collection department noted Tanner's 
concerns and complaints about the warranty but informed him that he still had to pay for the 
vehicle. (Deposition of Jaynalene Williams pp. 102. 
Dissatisfied with the responses from Broadway Ford, U.S. Bank and Ford Motor 
Company, Tanner elected to seek the remedy of recession under Idaho Law and contacted u.s. 
Bank and voluntarily turned it into them. Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen; Deposition of laynalene 
Williams pp. 102. The lawsuit that is the subject of this Motion was then filed. 
No person at Broadway Ford ever examined the pick-up to determine the cause of 
Tanner's steering suspension problem. Deposition of Randy Cate pp. 27-28; Deposition of Mont 
Crnkovich. It is not the common practice of Ford mechanics or Randy Cate to render opinions 
about the cause of vehicle failure without personal inspection of the vehicle and part. Deposition 
of Randy Cate pp 25-28. 
There were no communications between any person at Discovery Ford and Broadway 
Ford regarding the cause of the failure of Tanner's pick-up until after the lawsuit had been filed. 
Deposition of Mont Crnkovich. The only communications between Discovery Ford and 
Broadway Ford, according to Broadway Ford, where instigated by Eric Debolt two to three 
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months ago.! Of several similar pick-ups sold by Broadway Ford in the last year, approximately 
five had problems similar to Tanner's vehicle. Two of those had the non-warranty lift kit 
installed on them. Deposition of Randy Cate pp. 71-73 
II. DISPUTED FACTS 
Tanner contends that Broadway Ford was U.S. Bank's expressed agent. Tanner's 
contention derives from the lease agreement dated August 18, 2007. U.S. Bank admits this 
statement is ambiguous and confusing. Deposition of laynalene Williams pp 27. Tanner had no 
contact with any person from U.S. Bank and Broadway Ford acted on U.S. Bank's behalf in all 
stages of the transaction. The Lease Agreement refers to both U.S. Bank and Broadway Ford as 
"us", and states that both own the vehicle leased to Tanner Mickelsen. (Lease Agreement) 
U.S. Bank acknowledges that there is no document that Tanner Mickelsen would have 
that disclaims and agency relationship between U.S. Bank and Broadway Ford. Transcript of 
J aynalene Williams at pp. 108). 
Furthermore, under contracts between Broadway Ford, Broadway Ford specifically gives 
U.S. Bank a Power of Attorney to indorse checks, drafts, money orders or other forms of 
payment. 2 Id. at pp. 51-52. Further, U.S. Bank relies entirely on Broadway Ford to investigate 
and deal with claims that the lessor leased a vehicle that was not what the dealership represented 
it to be. Id. at pp. 54-55. In the contract between U.S. Bank and Broadway Ford, Broadway Ford 
specifically warrants that "the vehicle delivered to the customer, together with all accessories 
and options agreed by dealer to be delivered with the vehicle, is in good condition, has been 
accepted by the customer and is the same vehicle that is described in the contract." [emphasis 
added] Additionally, U.S. Bank relies entirely on Broadway Ford to prepare and submit 
documents perfecting Firststar's interest in the leased vehicle. Id. at pp. 58. 
Tanner asserts that Broadway Ford knew and understood the problems that the lift kit 
created. Broadway Ford acknowledge this by offering to replace the lift kit and tires so that the 
truck would be covered by warranty. Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen. This fact is consistent with 
Discovery Ford representations as well. It is undisputed, however, that making such an alteration 
1 This testimony is reflected in the deposition of Eric Debolt who made this statement at a deposition on July 6, 
2010. The actual transcript of the testimony has not yet been transcribed because of the limited time within which to 
file this response. The undersigned represents the accuracy of the information however. 
2 According to the testimony of Jaynalene Williams, U.S. Bank purchased a company called Firststar who originally 
entered into the contract with Broadway Ford was in place at the time Tanner Mickelsen leased the vehicle from 
Broadway Ford and U.S. Bank. 
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in order to reinstate a Ford warranty would improper however. Deposition of Mont Crnkovich 
33-34. 
Broadway Ford never claimed that the problems with the vehicle were caused by 
anything other than the steering gear and drag link until after the lawsuit was instituted. In prior 
correspondence Affidavit of Brian 1. Cheney and Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen. Broadway Ford 
at least implicitly acknowledged the problem by agreeing to replace the lift kit and tires. 
Deposition of Mont Crnkovich, pp 37. 
III. BROADWAY FORD MISREPRESENTED THE WARRANTY IT SOLD TO 
TANNER 
The truck that Broadway Ford leased to Tanner was the first new vehicle he had ever 
purchased. A big reason he wanted a new truck was because he travels a lot and wanted a full 
warranty. He was told by Broadway Ford that if he bought their truck, it was completely 
covered, bumper to bumper, and had the power of Ford's dealerships all over the world behind it. 
He was told the truck was covered wherever there was a Ford dealership to service the truck. 
Tanner believed in the representations and assurances he received from Broadway Ford 
and leased from Broadway Ford. The representations about a full "bumper to bumper" warranty 
turned out to be false. 
In the Affidavit of Mont Crnkovich, the statement is made that "the truck was still a 
"new" vehicle and carried a completely valid and full manufacturer's bumper to bumper, new 
vehicle warranty. Broadway Ford so informed Mr. Mickelsen." Affidavit of Mont Crnkovich qr 3. 
He also states that "installation of the "lift" andJor tires and rims did not void or invalidate any 
aspect of the manufacturer's new vehicle warranty on the truck leased by Tanner Mickelsen." Id 
@PS. 
As established in the depositions of Mont Crnkovich, Randy Cate and Steve Riersen, 
however, this claim is untrue. 
According to Mr. Crnkovich a bumper to bumper warranty covers everything but the 
WIpers: 
6 Q. Okay. When we talk about a 
7 bumper-to-bumper warranty, what does that mean? 
8 A. Bumper-to-bumper will pretty much cover 
9 everything for the first 12,000. That will cover 
10 wiper blades. That will cover everything. 
11 After that, it will cover everything 
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12 till about 36,000. 
13 Q. Okay. Is there any part that's too 
14 small or too large that fits within the 
15 bumper-to-bumper warranty? 
16 A. The only thing that they won't cover is 
17 wiper blades after 12,000. 
Dep. Of Mont Crnkovich Pg. 27. 
Of tremendous significance, however is the later admission that because the lift kit and 
tires were not Ford parts, they were not covered by the bumper to bumper warranty at all. Mr. 
Cate, in his deposition, stated: 
3 Q .... the bumper to bumper warranty only 
4 covers repairs that are due to a defect in factory 
5 supplied materials or workmanship, that's a true 
6 statement? 
7 A. That's correct. 
Cate Deposition pg. 83 
Similarly, Mr. Crnkovich acknowledges: 
10 Q. Do you agree with Randy Cate's 
11 testimony that neither the tires nor the lift 
12 would be covered by Ford Manufacturing's 
13 warranty? 
14 A. No. They would not be covered by them. 
15 Q. They would not be covered by the 
16 warranty. 
17 A. Yeah. Excuse me. 
18 Q. And what would Tanner have had to do if 
19 the lift or the tires failed? 
20 A. If the lift or the tires failed, he'd 
21 have to take it to Big O. 
Deposition Mont Crnkovich pg. 83. 
And Steve Rierson admits: 
19 MR. RAMMELL: The items I just referred 
20 to, the lift kit and the tires. 
21 A. The lift kit and the tires were covered 
22 by the -- any warranty would be by the tires and 
23 the lift kit. 
24 Q. (BY MR. RAMMELL) So, they weren't 
25 covered by a Ford warranty? 
1 A. No, those did not come from Ford. 
Rierson Depositon exerpt (rough) pp 1-2 
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The elements of Fraud or misrepresentation in Idaho are: 
(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the 
speaker's knowledge of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his 
intent that it should be acted on by the person and in the manner 
reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance of its falsity; 
(7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his 
consequent and proximate injury. Mitchell v. Siqueiros, 99 Idaho 
396,401,582 P.2d 1074, 1079 (1978). 
The evidence presented to the court at this time demonstrate that there is a material issue 
of fact as to each of the elements. The information is as follows: 
1. A representation: 
It is not in dispute that Broadway Ford represented that Tanner's truck was supposed to 
have a full "bumper to bumper" warranty. This has been acknowledged by the Owner and 
General Manager of Broadway Ford, as well as in the Affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen. 
2. Its falsity: 
This element, though previously disputed by Broadway Ford has smce been 
acknowledged in depositions. Simply put, if a bumper to bumper warranty is to cover every part 
of a vehicle, and neither the lift kit or tires that Broadway Ford installed or sold to Tanner were 
covered by the warranty, then the representation that the truck had a "full bumper to bumper 
warranty" is false. 
3. Its materiality: 
As to a claim of fraud, "[m]ateriality refers to the importance of the misrepresentation in 
determining the plaintiffs course of action." Watts v. Krebs, 131 Idaho 616, 619, 962 P.2d 387, 
390 (1998). 
A representation is "material" if: 
a. a reasonable man would attach importance to its existence or nonexistence in 
determining his choice of action in the transaction in question; or 
b. the maker of the representation knows or has reason to know that its recipient 
regards or is likely to regard the matter as important in determining his choice of action, 
although a reasonable man would not so regard it. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF 
TORTS § 538(2) (1977). 
It is clear, from the affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen that he placed tremendous importance 
on the existence of a full bumper to bumper warranty. That is why he leased a new vehicle, 
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instead of a used one. It is also why he purchased the vehicle in Idaho Falls, even though he 
lived in Moses Lake, Washington. He was told and believed that the truck would be fixed 
anywhere there was a Ford dealership, and that the warranty had to be honored. Broadway Ford 
certainly knew this was a major selling point, since they repeatedly mentioned it, and they knew 
that Tanner would regard their representations as important. 
It is not significant to the materiality of their representation that Broadway now claims 
the part that was not covered by warranty was not the cause of Tanner's problems. 
What cannot be disputed at this point, is that but for the fact that Broadway Ford put a 
part on the truck that was not covered by the bumper to bumper warranty, Discovery Ford 
and every other dealership would have had to honor the repair request, and this litigation 
would be unnecessary_ 
Broadway Ford seeks to excuse their misrepresentations, by contending that Discovery 
Ford should have done the repairs anyway. It is even entirely possible that Discovery Ford also 
committed a Fraud. That does not alter the reality that Broadway Ford's actions (of installing a 
non-covered, non-Ford part) on a vehicle they represented to have a full bumper to bumper 
warranty, did not have such a warranty. It was limited to Ford parts and problems caused by 
Ford parts. The burden is not and should not be on Tanner to prove the non-covered part was the 
cause of his current problem. It is his burden to prove that the representation that he had a full 
bumper to bumper warranty was material. He can do that. 
4. The speaker's knowledge of the statement's falsity or the hearer's ignorance of 
the truth. 
This element has been established by the fact that three separate people at Broadway Ford 
have now acknowledged that the lift kit and tires were not covered by the warranty as 
represented. If the court finds that insufficient, Tanner's affidavit that he believed every part on 
his vehicle was covered by the warranty is sufficient for summary judgment purposes. 
It is significant that when dealing with the question of a seller's knowledge that a 
representation is misleading, a dealership is chargeable with the composite knowledge of its 
officers and agents acting within the scope of their duties, and it does not matter that any 
particular agent does not know the representation is false. See, Perez v. Z Frank Oldsmobile, 
Inc., 233 F.3d 617 (7th Cir. 2000); Gem City Motors, Inc. v. Minton, 109 Ga. App. 842, 137 
S.E.2d 522 (1964); see also Harris v. M & S Toyta, Inc., 575 So. 2d 74 (Ala. 1991) (if some of 
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the defendant's employees were aware of concealing paint work done to car, did not matter that a 
specific salesperson was unaware). 
5. The intent that it should be acted on by the person and in the manner reasonably 
contemplated. 
This element is established by the affidavit of Tanner Mickelsen and the fact that the 
warranty was so proudly presented. "[t]he intent which constitutes an essential element of fraud 
is an intent that the representation be acted upon by the other party." Bill Spreen Toyaota, Inc. v. 
Jenquin, 294 S.E.2d 533 (1982). In an auto sales transaction, the sale of a car is the whole 
purpose for the buyer-seller relationship, and thus the motive for the misrepresentation is usually 
obvious. 
6. The hearer's ignorance of its falsity. 
Tanner was unaware of the falsity of the statement that he had a full bumper to bumper warranty 
until Discovery Ford and Ford Motor Company told him his car did not have such a warranty in 
the fall of 2008. 
7. His reliance on the truth. 
Tanner relied on Broadway Ford's representations that he had the full warranty. His 
affidavit reflects that is a primary reason he leased the truck. It is why he took it to the 
dealership for repairs. He also relied on the warranty when he elected to exercise the option of 
rescission under Idaho Code 28-12-505. 
8. His right to rely thereon. 
Tanner had the right to expect that such a material statement as his truck was covered by 
a full bumper to bumper warranty was true. The documents he was given expressly stated he had 
a full warranty. 
9. His consequent and proximate injury. 
As a result of Broadway Ford's installing parts that were not covered by the bumper to 
bumper warranty, Tanner was told the steering and suspension problem he was having with his 
truck was not covered by warranty. He was told this not only by Discovery Ford, but also by 
Ford Manufacturing. Broadway wants to assert a "red herring" into the mix by contending that 
the parts that were ultimately replaced were Ford parts and were therefore covered. This misses 
the point. Even if those parts were replaced, Tanner still did not have a bumper to bumper 
warranty, and any time the non-covered parts caused a problem or failed, Tanner was going to 
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have to pay for that repair out of his own pocket. That is not what he signed up for. That is not 
what the Defendants promised him. 
In Idaho Code 28-12-505, a person who has acquired a vehicle under a material 
misrepresentation or fraud, is entitled to cancel the lease and rescind the contract. Regardless of 
Broadway Ford's recent argument that the lift kit did not cause the problem, Tanner's 
consequent and proximate injury was in the fact that Defendants represented that he had a full 
bumper to bumper warranty, when he indisputably did not. 3 
Due to a lack of time, this memorandum will not address the elements of mistake. At a 
minimum, however, even if a jury did not fmd Defendants committed a fraud or material 
misrepresentation, they could certainly find, based on the affidavits and testimony before the 
court that a material mistake of fact was made when the transaction was entered into. 
IV. TANNER HAD NO DUTY TO MITIGATE BECAUSE HE CHOSE THE 
REMEDY OF RECISSION 
By definition, rescission of a lease precludes a duty to pay for repairs of goods acquired 
through fraud or material misrepresentation. In fact, the duty to mitigate was on Ford and US 
Bank, under Idaho's Uniform Commercial Code, which required Defendants to cure the defect at 
their cost. I.C. 28-12-513 
Idaho Code 28-12-505(4) states that "all rights and remedies for material 
misrepresentation or fraud include all rights and remedies available under this chapter for 
default." Thus, a fraud or material misrepresentation is a default. Once Tanner became aware of 
the fraud or misrepresentation, he was required to put the lessor on notice (which he did) and if 
cure was not made (it was not) he had a right to reject the goods (see I.e. 28-12-501et seq.). 
If Tanner were required to repair the vehicle at his expense, the remedy of rescission 
would be meaningless. Under the Defendant's proposed scenario, Tanner would have to pay for 
a vehicle that was still not what it was represented to be (even after the repair) and then sue the 
lessor for damages. That is a separate claim; not rescission. It is interesting to note that in the 
circumstance of fraud and misrepresentation, the remedies are cumulative. Tarmer was entitled 
to elect several remedies, and one he chose was rescission, which meant he rejected the goods 
3 The argument is called recent because according to the Affidavit of Brian Cheney and Tanner Mickelsen, 
Broadway Ford acknowledged that the lift kit could have caused the problem, by saying that Tanner could replace 
the aftermarket parts Broadway put on the truck with Ford parts. At least implicitly, this is an admission and for 
summary judgment purposes, is relevant and must be taken as true. It does not seem coincidental that Discovery 
Ford suggested the same reasoning for why the truck was ultimately repaired under warranty. 
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and offered to return them. He did so and then got sued for the balance due. 
v. BROADWAY FORD IS AN AGENT OF U.S. BANK 
The lease agreement refers to Broadway Ford and US Bank as "us" "we" and "our." It 
states that both entities own the vehicle. Tanner was entitled to rely on this fairly clear language 
in the agreement that Broadway was US Bank's agent. Tanner had no dealings with US Bank 
when the lease was entered into, and there are no documents that disclaim the agency 
relationship. 
Tanner would like to amend his complaint to comport with the current evidence that at a 
minimum Broadway Ford was US Bank's agent. This request is made pursuant to IRCP 15. 
Because discovery had only recently commenced (as stated in US Bank's discovery responses to 
Plaintiff in June 2010), Plaintiff has not yet had the opportunity to draft the additional 
documents. 
The deposition of Jaynalene Williams, of US Bank, taken July 6, 2010 reveals that the 
lease is at best confusing and ambiguous. Tanner had the right to construe any ambiguity against 
the drafter and to conclude that Broadway was US Bank's agent, even if US Bank did not intend 
it to be so. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Based on the affidavits, evidence and record in this case, Tanner has met his minimal 
burden of producing facts that demonstrate that there are material disputes of fact as to each 
challenged element of his claims. As such, summary judgment is inappropriate and should be 
denied. 
DATED this 9th day of July, 2009. 
MAY, RAMMELL ~ THOMPSON, CHTD. 
Attorneys tor Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that OIl this date a copy of the Plaintiff's lvfemorandum Opposition to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment was served on the following named person(s) at the 
address( es) shown and in the manner indicated. 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq. 
Nalder Law Office 
591 Park Avenue, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Thomas J. Lloyd III 
Greener Burke Showmaker P.A. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
DATED this 9th day of July, 2009. 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[.]Facsimile (208-542-1002) 
[ ] U.S. ~ail 
( ]!Jand Deli very 
(. [Facsimile (208-319-2601) 
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G. Lance Nalder, Esq., ISB #3398 
BerDarnin K. Mason, Esq., ISB #7437 
NALDER LAW OFFICE PC 
591 Park Avenue Suite 201 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Telephone: 208.542.0525 
Facsimile: 208.542.1002 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




BROADWAY FORD, INC.; U.S. BANK, 
N.A., 
Defendant. 





Case No. CV-2009-6348 
ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS 
FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
COMES NOW, Broadway Ford and responds to the Petitioner's Requests for Discovery to 
Respondent as follows: 
1 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please identifY for each witness with firsthand knowledge 
of the transaction occurred TaPJler Mickelsen you intend to, or might call in the trial in this case. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: Objection. This interrogatory is nonsensical. 
If plaintiff is seeking disclosure of witnesses, the same have not yet been determined. It is 
anticipated that defendant's affiants, plaintiff, as well as Randy Cate may testifY, although their 
testimony has not yet been fully developed. It is also anticipated that Discovery Ford and/or its 
representatives may also testifY in this matter. A Ford Motor Company representative may also 
testifY, to the extent available, concerning any interaction with plaintiff and its warranty practices 
and procedures. 
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please identifY each and every document that relates to the 
sale or the lease of the Ford Pick-up between Broadway Ford and Tanner Mickelsen as well as 
between Broadway Ford and U.S. Bank and/or U.S.B.L.T. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: There was no sale of any motor vehicle 
between Broadway Ford and Tanner Mickelsen. Plaintiff is already in possession of all documents 
pertaining to the lease of the truck, including those pertaining to U.S. Bank and/or U.S.B., LT See 
also documents attached to Tanner Mickelsen's deposition transcript. See also documents attached 
hereto. 
INTERROGATORY NO.3: For each person whom you intend to call as an expert witness 
in the trial of this case, please give the name, address, and telephone number; a summary of the 
testimony which you intend to elicit from the experts; the information which you believe qualifies 
the person as an expert witness; the name and address ofthe school or university where the witness 
received education or training in his or her field, the dates when he or she attended each school or 
2 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
university and the name or description of each degree received, including the date when each was 
received; state the facts, and the sources of the facts the expert witness will rely on to give the 
testimony you intend to elicit. Did the witness submit a repot of his or her findings? If yes, please 
state the date this report was submitted, the name and address of the person who now has custody 
of the report. Is the expert to be compensated in connection with this action? If yes, please state 
how much and by whom the witness is to be paid. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3: Defendant has not determined what experts 
will be called to testify in this case, if any. When this information is determined, this answer will 
be seasonably supplemented. See also affidavit of Randy Cate. 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Please identify each exhibit you intend to, or reasonably 
anticipate you might, introduce at trial. For each exhibit, please state who prepared it and for what 
purpose it will be offered into evidence. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.4: Defendant has not determined what exhibits 
will be offered into evidence or utilized at the time of trial. When such determination is made, this 
answer will be seasonably supplemented. However, it is reasonably anticipated that the documents 
appended to the deposition transcript of Tanner Mickelsen or produced herewith may be utilized as 
exhibits at the time of trial, as will the deposition transcript for Tanner Mickelsen. 
INTERROGATORY NO.5: For each vvritten or verbal communication made by the 
Petitioner, which you intend to use at the trial in this case, please give the substance of the 
communication, the date of communication and the nature ofthe communication, whether it is verbal 
or written. 
3 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Objection, this interrogatories is unintelligible 
for the reason that there is no "petitioner" in this case. \Vithout waiving said objection, and aside 
from the deposition testimony of plaintiff given in this case (including the exhibits appended 
thereto), as well as any documents produced herewith and signed by Tanner Mickelsen, defendant 
Broadway Ford does not at this time intend to use any written or verbal communication made by 
Tanner Mickelsen. However, in the event Discovery Ford provides additional information as to 
representations made by Tanner Mickelsen, defendant Broadway Ford reserves the right to utilize 
the same. If/when further information is developed, this interrogatory will be seasonably 
supplemented. 
INTERROGATORY NO.6: List all of the parts that were placed on the vehicle after it 
was received by you from the manufacturer; whether by you or at your request. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.6: See attached. 
INTERROGATORY NO.7: IdentifY any written oral agreements between Broadway Ford 
and U.S. Bank and/or U.S.B. Leasing. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.7: See attached. No oral agreements exist. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: IdentifY any written oral agreements between Broadway Ford 
and Tanner Mickelsen or an agent of Tanner Mickelsen in substance of those conversations and the 
date upon which those conversations occurred. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.8: See attached. Defendant, Broadway Ford, 
does not recall any other oral agreements, representations or other communications which would be 
responsive to this interrogatory other than those produced herewith or as part of Mr. Mickelsen's 
4 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
deposition transcript and exhibits. See also documents appended to Affidavit of Mont Crnkovich 
in support of motion for summary judgment now pending before the Court. 
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Identify all individuals with knowledge of facts surrounding 
the lease of the vehicle and the warranty status of the vehicle. Including a summary of what their 
knowledge is. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.9: See persons identified on documents 
produced herewith. Additionally, Mont Crnkovich has knowledge of the general operation, policies 
and procedures of Ford Motor Company and Broadway Ford in particular; Steve Rierson has 
knowledge concerning his communication with plaintiffs counsel; Randy Cate has knowledge of 
the mechanical characteristics and wear/failure history of the steering gear and drag link components 
which are at issue in this case; and the salesman, Rudy Lopez, may also have knowledge concerning 
the lease transaction. As additional information becomes known, this interrogatory will be 
supplemented. 
INTERROGATORYNO.10: Define aftermarket parts as used in the automobile industry. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Defendant, Broadway Ford objects to this 
interrogatory as it seeks to have Broadway Ford define a term or phrase claimed by plaintiff to be 
generally used in the automobile industry. Broadway Ford is without knowledge as to how any 
individual or particular member of the automobile industry may define "aftermarket" or "aftermarket 
parts." 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Please admit that you leased the vehicle to Tanner 
Mickelsen as a new vehicle. 
5 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: Denied. This admission request 
is nonsensical in that it does not identify the "vehicle." To the extent the motor vehicle referenced 
in this admission request refers to the Ford F-350 truck leased by Tanner Mickelsen from u.s. Bank 
and through Broadway Ford as a facilitator, Broadway Ford acknowledges that the lease occurred 
and that the documents appended to the deposition transcript of Tanner Mickelsen accurately reflect 
such lease agreement. Moreoever, Broadway Ford acknowledges that the lease of the vehicle was 
a "new vehicle" lease, carrying the manufacturer's full bumper to bumper warranty as represented 
by the manufacturer. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.2: Please admit that you were acting as an agent to 
U.S. Bank. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.2: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Please admit that you were acting as an agent to 
U.S.B. Leasing L T. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Please admit that the vehicle that was leased to 
Tanner Mickelsen was represented to be covered by a factory warranty by Broadway Ford and by 
the clear language of the agreement. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Objection. This request for 
admission is vague, ambiguous, compound and unintelligible. Broadway Ford acknowledges that 
the Ford F-350 truck leased by Tanner Mickelsen was represented by the manufacturer to be covered 
by a factory warranty, consistent with the language of the agreements appended to Tanner 
6 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
Mickelsen's deposition transcript. Broadway Ford denies making any additional, other or 
supplemental warranties, but admits telling plaintiff of the manufacturer's warranty. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.5: Please admit that Broadway Ford placed on the 
vehicle or caused to be placed on the vehicle parts that were not on the vehicle when it left the 
manufacturer. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.5: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.6: Please admit that the parts placed on the vehicle 
are aftermarket parts. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.6: Deny. See answer to 
Interrogatory No. 10. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7: Please admit that Broadway Ford did not dispute 
that the vehicle was not covered by factor warranty at any time to Tanner Mickelsen or any agent of 
Tanner Mickelsen prior to the filing of this lawsuit. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7: Objection. This admission 
request is ambiguous, vague, nonsensical, compound and cannot reasonably be answered in a cogent 
fashion by Broadway Ford. On that basis, said admission request is denied. Broadway Ford has 
always taken the position that the manufacturer's warranty was in effect and valid, and was never 
void or voided by any act of Broadway Ford. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8: Please admit that the vehicle leased to Tanner 
Mickelsen was not ever covered by a full factory warranty because of the aftermarket parts that were 
placed on the vehicle. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8: Denied. 
7 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Please admit that one offer Broadway Ford made 
in attempt to settle this matter prior to filing a lawsuit was that Talh'1er }.1ickelsen needed to bring 
the vehicle to Idaho Falls, Idaho and Broadway Ford would attempt to enter into a new lease 
agreement with a different vehicle. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Objection. Any statements made 
in an attempt to settle or resolve the plaintiffs claim are not admissible. Without waiving said 
objection, this admission request is denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that another offer to settle by 
Broadway Ford was that Tanner Mickelsen must bring the vehicle to Idaho Falls, Idaho and 
Broadway Ford would replace the aftermarket parts on the vehicle with the factory parts and that 
Broadway Ford represented that this action would bring the vehicle back into the full warranty status. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Objection. Any statements 
made in an attempt to settle or resolve the claim are not admissible. Without waiving said objection, 
this admission request is denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Please admit that when Tanner Mickelsen 
initially called Broadway Ford, that he was told that it was not Broadway Ford's problem, and the 
he was told by an employee that they "don't give a shit." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Please admit that no one at Broadway Ford 
alleged that the vehicle was not covered by full factory warranty prior to filing this suit. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Objection. This request is 
unintelligible as it contains a double negative. On that basis, this admission request is denied. 
8 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
However, Broadway Ford acknowledges and continues to acknowledge that the truck leased by 
plaintiff was, from the inception of the lease and during the term of the lease, under full factory 
warranty according to the warranty terms as expressed by the manufacturer and as represented by 
the manufacturer. 
REQUESTS FQR PRODUCTION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: Request production of all documents used in 
preparation of Response to Interrogatories or Request for Admission. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: See attached. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. l[sic]: All exhibits which you intend to, or could 
reasonably contemplate you might introduce at the trial in this matter. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. l[sic]: See attached. See also 
answer to preceding interrogatories. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: All documents which in any way evidence or 
reflect all or any portion of an agreement between U.S. Bank and/or USB Leasing LT and Broadway 
Ford. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: See attached. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Please produce all memoranda, reports, and 
statements prepared by you, or submitted to you or your attorney by any other person, in connection 
with this matter that are not protected by privilege. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Objection to the extent that 
any such requested documents may be protected by the attorney/client or work product privileges. 
9 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
To the extent not so protected, and to the extent the same are available and responsive to this 
production request, such documents are attached. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Please produce all audio or video tape recordings 
or evidence prepared from audio or video tape recordings made in connection with any wire tapping 
or other electronic surveillance conducted by you, or others on your behalf, in relation to this case. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: None. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Please produce all \VTitten, transcribed or 
recorded statements of any witness or potential witness you might call at any hearing or trial of this 
case. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: The only such document 
responsive to this production request would be the deposition testimony of Tanner Mickelsen, which 
has been transcribed and recorded, a copy of which has already been provided by the court reporter 
to plaintiffs counsel. To the extent that any other documents produced herewith may be construed 
as a "statement" within the scope of this Production Request, see attached as the same may be 
utilized at trial as a "statement" by the author or any signator. 
DATED this __ day of May, 2010. 
NALDER LAW OFFICE, P.C. 
By: C 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq. 
10 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
VERIFICATION 
Mont Crnkovich, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states that he has read the 
foregoing ANS\VERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT, 
knows the contents thereof, and believes that the statements therein are true and correct to the best 
of his current knowledge, information, and belief. 
By Mont Crnkovich 
Its: Vice-President 
~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on oath before me this tt -day of May, 2010. 
PUB 
Residing at: ~t 
My Commission expires: 
11 - ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I am a duly licensed attqJIley in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the i J;trl4ay of May, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO 
RESPONDENT to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either 
by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand 
delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
GLN/gr 
BRIAN J. CHENEY, ESQ. 
MAY RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHID 
PO BOX 370 
POCATELLO ID 83204-0370 
THOtv1AS J LLOYD III 
GREENERBURKESHO~RPA 
950 W BANNOCK ST SUITE 900 
BOISE ID 83702 
[t(Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
[>'J Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
NALDER LAW OFFICE, P.C. 
By: 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq. 
G:\AU NLO Documents\GLN\6021-5\Discovery\Answers to Pet Req for Dis to Resp.wpd 
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* Verify specific part eligibility using Parts Coverage look-up tool via OASIS or the Parts Coverage Directory 
/ 
/ ,/' BUYERS ORDER 
fDEALRECAP 
_' _ CONTRACT 
/J!..{l CREDIT LIFE CONTRACT 
EXTENDED WARRANTY CONTRACT ODOSTATEMENT 
GAP CONTRACT 
-.L/ CREDIT APPLICATION 
PRIVACY NOTICE 
CREDIT BUREAU 
-' ,.' APPROVAL SHEET _/ -
INVOICE 
-I PAYOFFDISCLOSURE 




/ / AGREEIHENT TO PROVIDE INSURANCE 
APPLICATION FOR TITLE 
/ ODO STATEMENT 
/ ' REBATE AUTHORlZATION FOlli'\1 
/ / SALES TAX EXEMJ>TION CERTIFICATE (OUT OF STATE) 
CUSTOIHER SURVEY SHEET 
DELIVERY CHECKLIST 
AXZD PLAN PRlCING SHEET 
' . ':;'" . 
. __ _ _ _ . __ . __ .... _ _ -!.. _ .... ~" .. ,' . ..... .. ' i --, _ ..... _ :_H_;'. 
CUSTOMERNAME ~nNf 
STOCKfI ~§_'-r-,/;...!..I",,"b--!4,--___ _ 
VEHICLE DB F -350 
~ DRIVERS LICENSE 
~ SALES WORKSHEET 
__ L_~C~DIT APPLICATION 






>< CUSTOMER INFO SHEET 
><- SURVEY SIGN OFF SHEET 
><--N~CAR DELIVERY CKLST 
_--=L/'C",---COOPP~Y OF INSURANCE CARD 
___ .SERVICE INTRUDUCTION 
.><.. MANILA FOLDER 
_____ .SALESMANAGER 
SALES SIGNATURE 
/-.L....>.,-_.APPROV AL SHEET 
---4JNVOICE 
~PAYOFF DISCLOSURE 
X SALESMAN WORKSHEET 
~LEMONLAW 
p.. DRIVERS LICENSE I BOTH PARTIES 
-¢,STIPS 
-+-AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE INSURANCE 
~APPLICA TION FOR TITLE 
-+-ODO STATEMENT 
----l.-REBATE AUTHORIZATION FORM 
f IDAHO GENERIC POA 
-i--SALES TAX EXEMPT CERT ( OUT OF 
STATE ONLY) 
$EASE MILEAGE FO~M 
+,LEASE WORKSHEET 
407 SUPPLEMENT FORM 
~DOWN PAYMENT I PROMISSORY NOTE 
A{qtf:"MEMBER AGREEMENT 
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Pay Twenty-Five Dollars and Fifty Cents 
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING 
1312 W BROADWAY 





DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING 
DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING 
BROADWAY FORD 
980 WEST BROADWAY 
IDAHO FALLS, 10 63402 
ZIONS FIRST NA TlONAL BANK 
IDAHO FALLS, 10 83402 
92·11211241 473 
9/1412007 310596 
~~ Accounting Copy ~~ 
NON·NEGOTIABLE 
Issued By: ANN MICHELLE JONES 
Issue Date: 9/14/07 
INVOICE NO 
10,2007 EB36707 0 
VEHIClE IOENnAcAllON NO YEAR 
1FTWW31RX8EB36707 2008 FORD 
BOO1TYPE 5H~ING WEIGHT 
172 SD CREW CAB SRW 4X4 7 40 LBS. 
HP (SA.E) OVWR. /110 CYlS. SERIES OR MODEL 
40 . 30 11500 LBS 8 W31U 
NOMINAL TONNAGE 1 
CERTIFIED FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA 
'ethe undersigned outhorized representotive of the companr' firm or corporation nomed below, herby cer-
hFy that the new vehicle described obove is the property 0 the soid compony,firm or corporat,on and is 
transferred on the obove dote ond under the Invoice Number indicated to the fo llowing distributor or dealer. 
NAME OF OISTRIBIJTOR. 0EAlER. ETC 
Broadway Ford, Inc. 
P. O. BOX 51510 
Idaho Fal1s ID 83405 
56C078 
It is further certified that this was the first transfer of such new motor vehicle in ordinary trade and commerce. 
MEMO DATA (NOT A LIEN) 
FINANCE SOURCE 000001 
Ford Motor Credit Co 
P.O. Box 1 732 , Room 
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· Claim Detail 
Claim Detail Report 
Model Year = 2008 Claim Key = 588830 
Vehicle Information 
Page 1 of 1 
Claim Information 
Model Year: 2008 
Market Derived: F - FORD 
Body/Cab Type: TIBC - DOUBLE CAB (CREW CAB) 
Version/Series: T/CD-350 SERIES 
Document Number: 14351101 
Repair Date: 08-FEB-2008 
Distance: 15346 
Drive Type: TIE-4 WHL LlH PART TIME DRIVE 
Vehicle Line: TIF7-F250HD/350/450/550 [99-10] 
Warranty Start Date: 18-AUG-2007 
Production Date: 18-MA Y-2007 
VIN: IFTWW31fuX8EB36707 
Dealer Information 
Dealer Name DISCOVERY FORD LINCOLN MERCURY 
Dealer Code: 01170 - * 
Address: 1140 S. PIONEER WAY 
City: MOSES LAKE 
State: W A Zip Code:98837 
Country: USA Region Code: NA 
Phone: (509)455-4551 
Cust Concern Code: L65 - ENGINE LEAKS OIL 
Condition Code: 42 - DOES NOT OPERATE PROPERLY 
TIS: 6 
--~----. ---
Technician Comment: VERIFtED COOLANT LEAK. PRESSURE TESTED COOLING SYSTEM 
FOUND & REPAIRED LEAK AT UPPER EGR COOLER LOWER HOSE 
(TIGHTENED CLAMP). RETESTED LH SIDE TANK ON RADIATOR 
LEAKING. EV ACUA TED AlC. R&R RADIATOR. RECHARGED Ale. 
RECHECKED OK. 
Customer Comment: CUSTOMER STATES THERE IS AN OIL LEAK BY THE RADIATOR. 
Labor Op Code Labor Op Description 
8005D COOLING SYSTEM PRESSURE TEST DIAGNOSIS 
RADIATOR ASSY. REMOVE AND INSTALL OR REPLACE 8005A 
19700A PRESSURIZE, LEAK TEST, DISCHARGE, EVACUATE AND CH DIAGNOSIS 
Causal Full Part Number Part Part 
Flag PREF BASE SUFF Description CPSC Qyantity 
Y 8C3Z 8009 B RADIATOR & SUPP ASY 030301 1 
N VC 7 B MOTORCRAFT BATTERY 030307 2 
----------_ .. _-----_.----------------------_ .. _---_ .. -----_._. __ ._._._ .. _ .._ ... _._---_._---._---_._---------.-.------
1 1 11 ""'1/.-.,f\f\{\ 
Claim Detail 
Claim Detail Report 
Model Year = 2008 Claim Key = 4438464 
Vehicle Information 
Model Year: 2008 
Market Derived: F - FORD 
Body/Cab Type: DEC - DOUBLE CAB (CREW CAB) 
Version/Series: T/CD-350 SERIES 
Drive Type: TIE-4 WHL LlH PART TIME DRIVE 
Vehicle Line: TIF7-F250HD/350/450/550 [99-10] 
Warranty Start Date: 18-AUG-2007 
Production Date: 18-MA Y-2007 
VIN: IFTWW31RX8EB36707 
Dealer Information 
Dealer Name DISCOVERY FORD LINCOLN MERCURY 
Dealer Code: 01170 - * 
Address: 1140 S. PIONEER WAY 
City: MOSES LAKE 
State: WA Zip Code:98837 
Country: USA Region Code: NA 
Phone: (509)455-4551 
Cust. Concern Code: * -
Condition Code: * - [NI A] 
Page 1 of 1 
Claim Information 
Document Number: 16276703 
Repair Date: 18-SEP-2009 
Distance: 28235 
TIS: 26 
Technician Comment: INSPECTED FRONT DRIVER'S SEAT BACK & INSTALLED CLAMP KIT 
AS PER RECALL OK. 
Customer Comment: 
Labor Op Code Labor Op Description 
08COlB 
Causal Full Part Number Part Part 
Flag PREF BASE SUFF Description CPSC Quantity 
N 8C3Z 25600A58 C KIT - SEAT FASTENERS 011001 1 
-._-----------------
· Claim Detail 
Claim Detail Report 
Model Year = 2008 Claim Key = 4438463 
Vehicle Information 
Model Year: 2008 
Market Derived: F - FORD 
Body/Cab Type: TIBC - DOUBLE CAB (CREW CAB) 
Version/Series: T/CD-350 SERIES 
Drive Type: TIE-4 WHL LlH PART TIME DRIVE 
Vehicle Line: TIF7-F250HD/350/450/550 [99-10] 
Warranty Start Date: I8-AUG-2007 
Production Date: 18-MA Y-2007 
VIN: IFTWW31RX8EB36707 
Dealer Information 
Dealer Name DISCOVERY FORD LINCOLN MERCURY 
Dealer Code: 01170 * 
Address: 1140 S. PIONEER WAY 
City: MOSES LAKE 
State: WA Zip Code:98837 
Country: USA Region Code: NA 
Phone: (509)455-4551 
Cust. Concern Code: * -
Condition Code: * - [N/ A 1 
Page 1 of 1 
Claim Information 
Document Number: 16276702 
Repair Date: 18-SEP-2009 
Distance: 28235 
TIS: 26 
Technician Comment: INSPECTED & INSTALLED COOLING SYSTEM 'rEE AS PER RECALL 
OK 
Customer Comment: 
Labor Op Code Labor Op Description 
08B06B 
Causal Full Part Number Part Part 
Flag PREF BASE SUFF Description CPSC Ql,UlDtitr 
N 8C3Z 8B379 B GASKET SET RAD TANK 030303 1 
- Claim Detail 
Claim Detail Report 
Model Year = 2008 Claim Key = 4438462 
Vehicle Information 
Model Year: 2008 
Market Derived: F - FORD 
Body/Cab Type: TIBC - DOUBLE CAB (CREW CAB) 
Version/Series: T/CD-350 SERIES 
Drive Type: TIE-4 WHL LlH PART TIME DRIVE 
Vehicle Line: T/F7-F250HD/350/450/550 [99-10] 
Warranty Start Date: 18-AUG-2007 
Production Date: 18-MA Y-2007 
VIN: IFTWW31RX8EB36707 
Dealer Information 
Dealer Name DISCOVERY FORD LINCOLN MERCURY 
Dealer Code: 01170 - * 
Address: 1140 S. PIONEER WAY 
City: MOSES LAKE 
State: WA Zip Code:98837 
Country: USA Region Code: NA 
Phone: (509)455-4551 
Cust Concern Code: * -
Condition Code: * - [NI A] 
Page 1 of 1 
Claim Information 
Document Number: 16276701 
Repair Date: 18-SEP-2009 
Distance: 28235 
TIS: 26 
Technician Comment: REPROGRAMMED PCM/IC AS PER RECALL OK. 
Customer Comment: 
Labor Op Code Labor Op Description 
08B07B 
Causal Full Part Number Part Part 
Flag PREF BASE SUFF Description CPSC Quantity 
---------
Claims List Report Page 1 of2 
Standard Claims List For Model Year 2008 
Detailed Vehic1e Specification 
II VIN 
VEH MKT BODY VER DRIVE PLT TRS ENG PROD WARR SELLING SELL TIS 
WCC CPSC_6 PREF BASE SUFI LINE DERIV CAB SERIES TYPE CD CD CD DA TE DATE DEALER CNT 
18- 18-
IFT\VW3IRX8EB36707 TIF7 F TIBC TICD TIE AI TIBE T/QL MA Y- AUG- 156078 USA 3 1 FOI 030301 &C3Z 8009 B 
2007 2007 
lAWS Claim Key: ~)528J Tn Code: 2 Labor Hrs: 3.4 
Dlr Cd-Sub Cd: 
01170 - DISCOVER Y FORD 
Ph: 
509-
St:WA Ctry Cd: USA Reg Cd: Repr Date:~ • Name: LINCOLN MERCURY 7654551 NA OCT-2007 
ICDst Comments: CUSTOMER STATES HAS FLUID LEAKING ENGINE AREA. 
Tech Comments: 
VERIFIED CONCERN. PRESSURE TESTED COOLING SYSTEM FOUND RADIATOR LEAKING. R&R RADIATOR EVAC & REI 
BLED COOLING & FUEL SYSTEMS. RECHECKED ALL OK. 
"IFTWW3IRX8EB36707 T/F7 
18- IS-
F TIBC TICD TIE Al TfBE T/QL MA Y- AUG- 156078 USA 6 IFOI 030301 SC3Z 8009 B 
2007 2007 
lAWS Claim Key: s??J3Q Trx Code: ES4 Labor Hrs: 3.4 
Dlr Cd-Sub Cd: 
01170 - DISCOVERY FORD 
Ph: 
509-
St:WA Ctry Cd: USA Reg Cd: 
Repr Date:( 
* Name: LINCOLN MERCURY 7654551 
NA 
FEB-200g 
ICnst Comments: CUSTOMER STATES THERE IS AN OIL LEAK BY THE RADIATOR. 
VERIFIED COOLANT LEAK. PRESSURE TESTED COOLING SYSTEM FOUND & REPAIRED LEAK AT UPPER EGR COOLER [ 
Tech Comments: (TIGHTENED CLAMP). RETESTED LH SIDE TANK ON RADIATOR LEAKING. EVACUATED Ale. R&R RADIATOR RECHARI 
RECHECKED OK. 
18- IS-
IFTWW31RX8E836707 TIF7 F T/BC TICD TIE Al T/BE T/QL MA Y- AUG- 156078 USA 12 6Y20 000000 • TAPS • 
2007 2007 
lAWS Claim Key: 13874S0 Tn Code: TAPS Labor Hrs: 0 
Dlr Cd-Sub Cd: 
01170 - DISCOVERY FORD Ph: 
509-
St:WA Ctry Cd: USA Reg Cd: NA 
Repr Date:{ 
• Name: LINCOLN MERCUR Y 7654551 AUG-2008 
Tech ONE DA Y OF TAPS PROVIDED 
18- lS-
I FTWW31 RX8EB36707 TIF7 F TIBC TICD TIE AI TIBE T/QL MA Y- AUG- 156078 USA 26 6EOI • * • • 
2007 2007 
lAWS Claim Key: 4438464 Tn Code: OSCOI Labor Hrs: 0.3 
Dlr Cd-Sub Cd: 
01170 - DISCOVER Y FORD 
Ph: 
509-
St:WA CtryCd: USA Reg Cd: NA 
Repr Date: I 
• Name: LINCOLN MERCURY 7654551 SEP-2009 
ITech Comments: INSPECTED FRONT DRIVER'S SEAT BACK & INSTALLED CLAMP KIT AS PER RECALL OK. 
I 
lS- 1&-
IFTWW3IRX8EJ336707 TIF7 F TfBC TICD TIE AI TfBE T/QL MA Y- AUG- 156078 USA 26 IFOI • * • . 
2007 2007 
lAWS Claim Key: 4438463 Tn Code: 08B06 Labor Hrs: 0.3 
Dlr Cd-Sub Cd: 
01170 - DISCOVERY FORD Ph: 
509-
St:WA Ctry Cd: USA Reg Cd: NA Repr Date: 1 • Name: LINCOLN MERCURY 7654551 SEP-2009 
ITech Comments: INSPECTED & INSTALLED COOLING SYSTEM TEE AS PER RECALL OK 
I 
lS- 18-
1 FTWW31 RXSEJ336707 TIF7 F TfBC TICD TIE Al TfBE T/QL MA Y- AUG- 156078 USA 26 2GOI • • • * 
2007 2007 
lAWS Claim Key: 4438462 Tn Code: 08B07 Labor Hrs: 0.5 
Dlr Cd-Sub Cd: 01170 - Name: DISCOVERY FORD 
Ph: 509- St:WA Ctry Cd: USA Reg Cd: NA Repr Date: I 
1111 "71"1""" 
Claims List Report Page 20f2 
LINCOLN MERCURY 7654551 SEP-2009 
iTech Comments: REPROGRAMMED PCM/Ie AS PER RECALL OK. 
1111 "'I/'"\{\{\f\ 
ATTORNEYS 
GREGORY C. Mw 
BRON M. RAMMELL 
AARON N. THOMPSON 
BRIAN J. CHENEY 
PETER M. WELLS 
PARALEGALS 
KATHY BAIR 
CERTIFIED IDAHO WORKER'S 
COMPENSATION SrEClAUST 
TIFFANY G. PIVA 
KiMBERLY WRIGHT 
I'" 
Broadway Ford Inc. 
980 W. Broadway 
PO Box 51510 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
November 25, 2008 
RE: Sale of2008 SD-F350 to Tanner Mickelsen 
Dear Steve Rierson: 
I have been retained by Tanner Mickelson in order to attempt to 
sort out some problems regarding a 2008 Ford F-350 Pick-up which was 
leased to my client. The vehicle was leased on or about August 18,2007. 
The vehicle identification of this vehicle is 1 FTWW31 RX8EB36707. 
My client leased the vehicle, which at the time of the beginning of 
the lease had less than 1500 miles on it, which my client was infonned 
that this was put on by the owner of Broadway Ford as he was using the 
vehicle for personal use. At the time of the beginning of this lease, the 
paperwork that my client received indicated that the vehicle was covered 
by a three year 36,000 mile, bumper to bumper warranty as well as a five 
year 60,000 mile power train warranty in a 5 year 60,000 mile roadside 
assist warranty. After my client took possession of the vehicle, problems 
developed with the power train. My client took the vehicle to a Ford 
Dealership who infonned him that the warranty had been voided because 
of after market parts, which Broadway Ford installed on the vehicle. 
Because the vehicle's warranty was voided by Broadway after market 
parts, Ford did not fix the vehicle. Since Ford refused to honor the 
warranty, my client has lost the use of this vehicle for the past few months. 
It is my intention that if we can come to a resolution quickly with 
regard to this vehicle, this situation can be resolved with very little costs 
for attorneys and litigation on both sides. I would ask that you contact me 
within 10 days to discuss this situation, in order to attempt to come to a 
resolution. If I do not hear back from you in 10 days, we will proceed 
forward in filing a suit, regarding this contract. 
I look forward to discussing this matter with you. 
(208) 233-0132 • FAX: (208) 234-2961 




cc: Tanner Mickelson 
Very Sincerely, 
6 
Bnan J. Cheney 
~ ad 980 West Broadway 
. P.O. Box 51510 





VISA/MC Approval Number 03720Z 
Total Received: 
Payment Applied To: 2008 F350--TANNER MICKELSEN 












In connection with you "re requested financial transaction, Broadway Ford Inc., may 
obtain information about you as described in this notice, which 'we handle as stated in tl 
notice. 
1. \x"'e collect nonpublic personal information about you from the follOwing 
sources: 
• L'1formation we receive f:-om you on applications or oLh.er forms: 
• (r1formation abol!~ y::mr tr::t:1s::lctions with us. our affili::ltes or others. 
a."'.d. 
• bformation we receivec from a consumer-repcr::~5 agency. 
2. \~'e may disclose aJl of the information we collect. as described above, to 
-- - .-- .- -_ .. --. - --'com?ames thacl'(!rf6mrrrra:kecrrtg-setvice~on(.ftfr-&h~f 6Yto-Other-'tlrra.'1c"t 
i;:_s~i~u_~i.ons. '!Vith_ whom ~'e h9-.Y~ i03:}Lrn.:j:lo;~Ji!]g ?g;:.e_e_:::_~_G:$._~Y.e_.ffiay-_make. 
s~ch cisclosures abol!t yo;.;. :::!..5 3. consur..er. customer, or f·:;r:7.er custo~e:. 
3. v';e may also disclose nonpublic personal information about you 2.5 a 
consumer, custome:- or former custome:-, to non-affiliated. t~ird parties as 
permitted by law. 
4. V/ e restrict access to nonpuolic personal inrorrnation acou~ you to ch'ose 
e:-nployees who have a need to know the personal nonpublic information. to 
Ferfo~ their duties as a;1 employee, in order to provide proc'..!cts or service~ 
to YOl!o V/e maimain electronic. physical, and procedura: safeguards mar 
comply with federal regulations to guard your nonpublic personal inforrnatil 
CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: I (we) acknowledge that I (we) 
f atice on the date indicated below. 
Da~e 
Customer's Narnd (printed} 
Co-Customer's Signature Date 
-
Co-Customer~ s Printed Name 
, ~", ,,' 
-STOCK # -BTl I Dlj SALESPERSON title LA2 RkrLs 
CUSTO:MER ]Q.nvMY M-iC.b.l5..P-J1 





... - :-". ~: :,~~ . .~\,': :.,- .- jJ.: .. : ':". " .:j,,:,:~:~*f;;Lj ';'., .;.,.;.:, .. :,,~;§2i~f,/',~;f~;j;:. ;>.;~.: '. i; .. ,.;. 
" ~. ..: 
.. ",' .' ~' . .i~~::.: .;. '.:. . 
laanu ..)[unuuru veuu:r L-reuu 
Before cor:npleting this fonn please read directions carefully. (Check ~iale boxes) 
o Individual 0 I am applying with a Co-Applicant. .• applying with a Co-Signer. o I uRderstand that port. or separate unless I wish to 
(Please complete SecrionsA and B.) lose complete Sections A and B.} 
o Pa.rtnership 0 I am married and relying on community property to repay YOll. I understand that 
ng this obligation. 
However, I will rely 00 alimo ~uppor1:,- or separate 
maintenance payments or the income or assets of another 
person to repay you, so I must complete Sections A and B, 
about that person DCo
.rnoratl'on if I resid~ in Idaho, or a~other community property state, my wages and my spouse's wages 
)-'- r _. are conSIdered commumty property so r must complete Sections A and B 
Print Full First, Middle, Las! 0 Sr. Social Security Number Dale of Birth Home Phone No. 
, Name '''"'Tn. ,y) rJ (' 12 /,/1:,., bOt ; C;P'ri 0 Jr.  (5[;"1) lJ;IcD- (); I <7 ,I [, , iX 
I Present Address . City County State Zip Code uvedThere 
! Number & Street >? S r::. Lj. f/ iU ((( c+ f), ....... V r= Vh C( r ! .A k: E.- ~vA 1q??7 Yearsd- Mo. - ./.- .:;,-
;~ ~- Rent by Mo. Landlord or Mortgage Holder Narre Monthly Payment p Unmarried 0 Separated No. of Dependents 
;;;j o L<=e 0 Own i:::r~ if/) i L i-),/ or Rent $(3 . 0 Married 
~ Previous Home Address if Number and Stree1 City County State Zip Code uvedThere 
~ Less than 5 Yean; '-/0.:",£ !\I. t' hUr-!.1 i<if?];iUc. LAJH Cjen f.p '1 Yean; ! Mo. 
~ 1'!mpfoyedBy Name Blisiness AddreSS-: Number &: Street City State How Long Business Phone 
~ o Self g-- Other ,)tJL F{)J) n nF r //( 1,/10< FC ! ..1c)J<:P LdA Years;,!. Mo. _f,f)",,{)7bS - --Vl';;;;:' 
~ Trade or Occupation Gross Salliiy or Wages Name of Previous Employer Address No. of Years 
~ ;---1(1 n C1 ;,,~pr $ 5L". CJDD L'r, UftA 
v-j" v /1 . V .... Type of Other Income Source Gross Amount o Week 
~ $ o Month 0 Year C 
f." Nmne and Address of Parents or Name Address Phone No. Relationship 
1:1) Nearest Relarive Not Living With Me 
53 Name and Address of Name Address Phone No. Known How Long 
&-. Personal Friend .... 
~ Bank Account 0 No ACCOUnl Name of Bank Branch Name and City Checking Account No. 
el 0 Checking 0 Savings. Your Operator's License No. Stale Vehicle will be titled in 
...;j 
~ the name of: 0 Applicant 0 Other * 
~ Date Last Car- Financed Name of Creditor 
C 
Monthly Payment Balance Due or Date Paid Trading in This Car? 
$ 0 Yes 0 No 
1:1) 
~ 
CREDIT REFERENCES OR INSTALLMENT OBLIGATIONS Indude FinanCE Companiet, Ballks, Credit Canis, Charge AccDlI1m, Neme(:;) pf AppJit:alltby ",J/it:h CrEdit Gm BE Yerifiul, if 
Otfll:r Than Shown Abort. 
Name of Creditor Address Account Number Balance 
fS 
$ 
Name of Crediror Address Account Number Balance 
~ $ . Name of Creditor Address Account Number Balance 
~ $ 
0' Has any of your Property Ever Been Repossessed? Monthly Alimony. Child Support. 
o No 0 YeslifYes,WhenandByWhom') Day Care. Payments I MUSI Make $ 
Are There Unsatisfied Judgements Have You Been Personally Involved In a Are You an Endorsor or GuaranlDr on Military Status 
(Suits Pending) Against You? B~kruP[rlProceeding (in the last 10 years?) any Other Loan or Contract? o Active 0 Reserve 
o No 0 Yes o No Yes 0 No 0 Yes 0 Inactive 
Print Full First, Middle, Last 0 Sr. Social Security Number Date of Birth Home Phone No. 
~ 
Name 0 Jr. ( ) 
:;; Present Address City County State Zip Code Lived There 
'i2 Nuunber & Street Years Mo. 
:£ 
0: 0 Rent by Mo. Landlord or Mortgage Holder Name Monthly Payment 
~ o Lease 0 Own or Rent $ 
'" Previous Home Address if Number and Street City County State Zip Code Lived There .:. Less than 5 Years Yean; Mo. 0: g 
Employed By Name Business Address, Number & Street City Stale How Long Business Phone 
~ o Self 0 Other Years Mo. ( ) 
'" is Trade 01"' Occupation Gross Salary Of Wages. Name of Previous Employer Address Np.ofYears e $ 
'" Alimony, child support, or separate maintenance income need not be revealed if you do not wish to have it considered as a basis for repaying this obligation. t 
~ 
Type of Other Income Source Gross Amount g Week 
$ o Month 0 Year 
0: 
'" Bank Account 0 No Account Name of Bank Branch Name and City Checking Account No. i'3 
C 0 Checking 0 Savin2s 
'" i'3 CREDIT REFERENCES OR INSTALLMENT OBLIGATIONS lucludt FimlllU! Compnnier, Brmks, Credif Cnnis, Chargt Accounts, Nalllt(s) of ApplicunT hy which Credit Om Be Yerified, if O!lu:r num Shown Ab(JI,t. 
.:, Name of Creditor Address Account Number Balance 
$ 
jamage (including coHision). This insurance must protect the interest of yoU and the lender, The policies issued by the insurance company will If ~tJ wr:>h to .8PfJ1r for \.it~lcIe ''!su,:,nce in 
'UTOMOBILE INSURANCE i, ,equ"ed for the full te,m of the Conkact. at YOU' expen"'. again" the haza<d' of fifO, theft and accidental phy,;cat I' . 
1escribe the terms and conditions YOU MAY CHOOSE THE PERSON THROUGH WHOM ANY INSURANCE IS OBTAINED. r;:,=::'8::::S=';;:=::~/:m. O(Chc:ck: Hen:) 
90 you desire coovt11lient. Automatic Dedudions from your Chftc.king AcroonI for maldng Payments? 0 Yes D No If your answer is 'tt!:s. please complete the Authorized Agreement provided. 
fie may request and use subsequent consumer reports other than FAIR CREDIT REPORT ACT DISCLOSURE: This application for credit may be submitted by the Peal.r to various: financlalln5tituUons. 
nvesHgative reports, in connection with an update, renewal Of Before this application Is submitted, the Dealer will dlsdose to me, the name and address of the In.titutioo(s) whO' wlll ntcelve copies of 
!!"dension of the credit for which this application Is made. As used this application. 
n this paragraph. ~YOll' and .your" shall refe! 10 applicant signing For purposes of securing eracht from you. INYe certify that the above information is true and complete 10 lhe best of MylOur knowiedge. 
:>elow', and "we" and ·us· shall refer 10 the dealer and \0 ANY Applicanl(s) further certify IhalllWe have attained the age of Majority. Appficant{s) authorize you 10 check My/Out credit and employment history 
;nancial institution to whom dealer submils this application fOf and 10 provide and/or obtain infonnation about credit experience with Me/Us. 
;redff:. 




FINANCIAL ENT7TY SU8Ml7TCD TO: 
The dealer and its anigns may share and use Information about you, Induding Infonnatlon In this application, with entities that are 
related by common ownership or affiliated by common control. If you do not want this Infonnation shared wilh these entitle, please 
mark the box provided below. 












Lease Concept # 1 
*Down payment_~_=~_~ ____ Lease Term .26 Mo. 
Mo. Payment $ /31 S + Tax Residual ~ ~ f'Yt 
*Down Payment 
Mo. Payment $ 
12K 15k 20k Miles per year 
Lease Concept #2 
bl.. Lease Term ~a Mo. fill' --=---.. <ilfit). + Tax Residual ___ _ 
'" 
12K 15k 20k Miles per year 
*DOWN PAYMENT· DOES NOT INCLUDE 1 ST PAYMENT, ACQUISITION FEE, DOCUMENTATION FEE. 
Purchase Concept 
Down Payment ________ Number of Mo. ___ _ 
Mo.Payment$ ______________ ~ 
A'''~ "''',,'' ~ .. ,,'i/' -\, 9;, C"" ""t. iif( ~ .. i 

CUSTOMER CASH PAYMENT AUTHORIZATION FORM 
Revised 04/2005 
CUSTOMER INFORMATION 
TANNER 1>1 I CKELSON 
First Naill\! M.1. Last or Business Nallle 
VEHICLE INFORMATION 
lFTWW31 RX8EB36707 08/18/2007 







I NCENTI VE INFORMATlON 
r rog nlm Num be l' 
11394 





uslomer's Initio l 
-ro~ 
CUSTOMER MUST SELECT AND SIGN OPTION "A" OR "B" BELOW 
IMPORTANT CUSTOMER NOTICE 
SIRIUS Satellite Radio - For vehicles equipped with the satellite radio option, customer information will be provided to SIRIUS Satellite Radio for purposes of 
providing program benefits and activation services. 
"A" Dealer Assignlllent (Use this section to assign payment to lhe dealer.) 
l. I acknowledge that I have taken delivery of the vehicle identitied above. 
2. I assign paymcnt of the Cliston . Ca ntivc(s) to the selling dealer. 
3. I acknowkdge incenliw(s Iction on the Bill ofSak or Lease. 
~ _ . tfj- (rj-VJ 
n' Date 
I have read ;1110 understand fhe program rules and provisions and agree to comply with 
the requirements described iherein. I certify lhat the above cllstomer qualilies for 
program incl!ntiw(s). Recl~rds supporting thl! validity of this daim are ;lVaiiable in this 
dealership 191"examination by Ford. 
<8-;9-V; 
Authorized Dealer~hip Signature Date 
"Btl Direct Payment to Customer (Use this section to obtain payment direct from 
Ford.) 
l. I acknowledge that I have delivery of the vellicle identified above. 
2. Please mail check directly to me. 
Customer Signature Date 
I have read and understand the program rules and provisions and agree to comply with 
the requirements described therein. I certify that the above cllstomer qualifies for 
program incentive(s). Records supporting the validity of this claim are available in this 
dealership for examination by Ford. 




VIN (1st 2 f Last 8) : 
Order & Sale Type: 
Vehicle Status: 
Cus tomer name: 
First name: 







Retail Customer Cash 
08/22/07 12:39:57 
Dealer: F56078 
P & A: 08362 
1F8EB36707 2008 F-SERIES SD W31 F350 4X4CREW/CS 




8504 HILLCREST DR 







F2=Elig F3=VINCENT Menu F4=Submit F5=Claim Reversal F9=Profile 
F11 Vehicle Sales Menu F12=Return F16=Claim History F18=AXZ Plan 





VIN (1st 2, Last 8) : 
Order & Sale Type: 
Vehicle Status: 
Cus tomer name: 
First name: 




Claim Entry 08/22/07 12:40:07 
Dealer: F56078 
71266 P & A: 08362 
"Greatest of All Time" F-Series Dealer Stairstep Program 
IF8EB36707 2008 F-SERIES SD W31 F350 4X4CREW/CS 




8504 HILLCREST DR 





Amount to be determined 
F2=Elig F3=VINCENT Menu F4=Submit F5=Claim Reversal F9=Profile 
FI1 Vehicle Sales Menu F12=Return F16=Claim History F18=AXZ Plan 





VIN (1st 2, Last 8) : 










Sa1es manager SSN: 
Sa1es Manager name: 
Claim Entry 08/22/07 12:40:18 
Dealer: F56078 
71280 P & A: 08362 
F-Series Prize Fighting Fridays Sales Consultant / Manage 
IF8EB36707 2008 F-SERIES SD W31 F350 4X4CREW/CS 




8504 HILLCREST DR 








F2=Elig F3=VINCENT Menu F4=Submit F5=Claim Reversal F9=Profile 
F11=Vehicle Sales Menu F12=Return F16=Claim History F18=AXZ Plan 





VIN (1st 2, Last 8) : 
Order & Sale Type: 
Veh.icle Status: 
Cus tomer name: 
First name: 




Claim Entry 08/22/07 12:40:26 
Dealer: F56078 
81002 P & A: 08362 
The Greatest of All Time 2007 Truck Leadership Contest 
IF8EB36707 2008 F-SERIES SD W31 F350 4X4CREW/CS 




8504 HILLCREST DR 




Amount not available 
F2=Elig F3=VINCENT Menu F4=Submit F5=Claim Reversal F9=Profile 
Fl1=Vehicle Sales Menu F12=Return F16=Claim History F18=AXZ Plan 
Claim has been submitted for payment QC08362 
St ~art VINCENT - Otfer S 
Printed on ; Saturday, August 18, 2007, at 1:41:15 PM 
Broadway Ford, Inc. (F56078), Idaho Falls, ID 
Vehicle Information 
VII\!: lF8EB36707 Zip Code: 
Vehicle: 2008 Vehicle Line 22 F-SERIES SD W31 F350 4X4CREW/CS Region: 
Sales Type: Retail (0) State: 
Delivery Date: 08/18/07 County: 
Order Date/Type: 04/17/07 Stock (2) City: 
Term: Tier: 
Must finance through Ford Credit &:Dependant program =Regional Package Not Eligible 
Public Program Selection - Select one of the following: 
11394 Retail Customer Cash :); 3000.00 
20086 APR Financing 
20090 U PFIT APR Financing 3.9U 1190 
Regional Discount Packages (Currently Invoiced on this VIN). 
There are no programs to display 
Potentially Eligible Private/Affiliate Programs- Select all that apply 







NOTE: Private/ Affiliate Offers may require customer eligibility be verified, collected and retained by the 













SIRIUS - Base Program 
2007 Mobility Motoring Customer Cash 
College Student Purchase Program 
American Quarter Horse Association Member Offer 
3Q 2007 My Ford $750 Bonus Cash Private Offer 
RTCM Flex Buy Private Offer 
Competitive Lease Conquest CRM Program 
Race for the Cure Private Offer 
Q3 2007 Selective Insert CRM Offer 
SUV Portfolio CRM Private Offer 




.l. (J!:3 1./07 


















Earll' Bird Program - Group #1 
Early Bird Program - Group #2 
Early Bird Program - Group #3 
Early Bird Exception Program 
CRtvl Customized Fulfillment Direct Offer 
200S-Ford Truck Commercial Connection UPFIT 
200S-Ford Truck Commercial Connection Cash 
Incentive 
HG reatest of Ail Time" F-Series Dealer Stairstep 
Program 
F-Series Prize Fighting Fridays Sales Consultant / 
Manager 
The Greatest of All Time 2007 Truck Leadership 
Contest 
'" Incentives last retrieved on Saturday, August 18, 2007 at 1: 41: 07 PlvJ. 
Page 2 of2 
1 OlD 1: 
10/Cl/07 
;~7 
'1; 0.00 - 1000.00 
$ LOCI 
Amount not available 
OJ Incentive programs may change daily, The information listed on this site was correct at the tilY;e it was posted. 
The accuracy of the incentive benefit displayed for each program will be guaranteed, but dea:ers will be '-equlred to verify 
(Ina iilslmc; the vehicle and customer qualify for the program selected and meet requirements of p;-ogi-am(s) Including but 
Ilot limited to FMCC required financing and dependent program requirements,Tllls summarv :s illtended for dealer use to 
identify potential incentives available at the time of printing and is not illtended to cor-,taln tile full details or restrictions of 
the a'/ailoole incentives, It should not be relied upon for details of incentives available and mal! not f)E' inclUSive of all 
avaHabie incentives, See dealer for complete details and restrictions for each available incentive 
------ ....... __ . "'-" .... """'. 
(TO BE USED WITH SECURITY AGREEMENT ON SALE OF VEHICLE) 
Date __ .:;;:...:::..:.-:..=-:-.::...:.... __ _ 
TO SELLER f\fWi~H)ljjXv FT)!?l' 
q (liA tJF en 
The undersigned Buyer(s) agree(s) to furnish his/their own Insurance Policy, covering a vehicle which is the subject of a Security Agreement (the 
"Security Agreement") dated this day of YR 
The vehicle referred to herein is described as follows: 
Year Make Model Body Type Vehicle Identification No. 
,;r!i!l/{p. F"CIRD [:'::';::;('1 l~ ~{ ~~, 
Such Insurance Policy must be delivered to the Seller within 1 days from the date of this A
acceptable policy: Maintenance or repair contracts, One Month Policies or Insurance Certificates that make reference to a "Master Insurance 
Agreement." If Seller does not receive such Policy by the time stated, Seller may (but is not required to) procure insurance of the kind and type 
agreed to be furnished under the terms of the Security Agreement. Such insurance may cover only Seller's interest in the vehicle. 
Ins.Co. Agent ;",:j-r;ubf(t,SSJ, vE ------------------------
ADDRESS OF AGENT - STREET CITY STATE ZIP AGENt,srpR6;kiNGM-BER~ 11;..1." 
Policy No. Exp. Date 
!,:,':!~.j :- ~14~!,: !.~!~pZ!r,:} 
OFire & Theft - OAdditional Coverage - 0$ Deductible Comprehensive - 0 $ Deductible Collision 
In the event Buyer(s) fail(s) to furnish a valid insurance policy, or written evidence of insurance, of the type required under the Security Agree-
ment, Buyer(s) hereby agree(s) to pay to Seller or its assignees any earned premium for any policy they may have to place for the above described 
vehicle in accordance with repayment procedures set forth in the Security Agreement. 
Buyer(s) further agree(s) to assume forthwith any and all responsibility for damage to the vehicle or resulting from the use, maintenance or op-
eration of the vehicle, and agree to hold Seller free of any loss, claim, or liability resulting from any damage to the vehicle or from the vehicle's 
use, maintenance or operation. 
Loss Payee's Address USB G:J:lfiTf·:rr?Ll .... 
i i." I ',i/b 1 J~··;l'H i~~;r\.lt:: ~;;\li-' ! !'-·iHl-.-,t lhrL L',l f. 'OJ,:! '.,J!.J\'.:' 
Loss Payee 
NOTICE TO BUYER: This Agreement does not autt1cli"i:ze tne -orderiri-g of Public liabiliiy:or Property Damage Insurance. Any insurance 
ordered by the Seiler or Seller's Assignee will cover loss of or damage to the vehicle only and will not include Public Liability or Property 
Damage Insurance. 
BUYER'S NAME (Pr1nted) ADDRESS ---:::;-:::::T7;;Ic-rr'tT-r-r-ttt::-t;'f-m7"-Ht:'------------
HOME PHONE H·1NNE P !iiI C~,E!1Jbif,~&~s PHONE 
{r.j"",q) (:" ""li7!-·!!r'1: __ i !-\ /"-- /' -----------
V .. ;...;,~~~:' ",'::-)3-1'")' // X 
4\ ,..J ~:.. . ....-~. -c;,.c::::.. ... ;-wt.:"" ............. :.2';....-~'t."" ________ . 
BUYER'SSIG~~!.URE~!~ ... ~/~- "c"'O.""S"'U"'YE"R:::'S"'S""G"'N"'A"'JU"'R:::Ec:-------------------------
V' FORM NO. 228AS-U REV.l/00 
.. 02000 Reynolds and ReynoldB TO ORDER: www.raYSQurc!I.com; 1·800~344·0996; fax 1~800·531·9055 
THE PAINTER MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO CONTENT OR FITNESS FOR PURPOSE OF THIS FORM. CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL COUNSEL 
DELIVERY 
CUSTOMER'S NAME l1tAylocO 
DEUV  £  7  - r 
   
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (YIN} 
Congratulations on your new Ford p'urchase! Our dealership's Quality 
Commitment is a promise to do our best to satisfy your total transportation 
needs. As part of our commitment, we certify that all the pre-delive~ items on 
the reverse of this form have been checked to help ensure your satisfaction with 
your new vehicle. S· I 
. ~ ._" mcerey, 
~.--~ 
DEALER/GENERAL MANAGER'S SIGNATURE 
o Pre-delivery inspection performed 
o Vehicle road tested 
o Idle quality 
o Audio system 
o Verified all factory accessories installed on vehicle 
o Cleanliness inside 
o Cleanliness outside 
o Owner Guide 
o Orientation Pocket Guide 
o Reviewed Safety Advice Card 
o I have personally explained the Owner Guide section on Safe loading 
and Driving Practices. 
SALE/DELIVERY PERSON'S SIGNATURE 
o Explained delivery process 
o Title document 
o Registration work progress/procedures 
o Financing documents 
o Extended Service Plan 
o Roadside Assistance Benefits/complete wallet card 
o Warranty coverage and tire information 
o Service Guide (Scheduled Maintenance Requirements) 
o Review any applicable Owner Guide supplements i.e. SUV 
o I have personally explained the My Ford Owner website and have 
directed the customer to http://MyFord,Fordvehicies.com website for 
further information. 
o I have personally explained the new vehicle limited warranty 
coverages. I have explained that many of these vehicle documents 
and related information are also available online at the My Ford 
website for owners. 
DATE 
o I have personally reviewed and signed the Customer/Dealer Agreement 
and Pricing Sheet (Eligible Employee A/X/l/D Plan Sales Only). 
SALE/DELIVERY PERSON'S SIGNATURE ~ 
.'J;\'AitJ4iiJijMIJ~'II:'U·]tliAn.)4\ 
Explained how to obtain service 
DATE 
o Toured service department at time of - sale or delivery 
o Introduced customer to service department personnel 
o Set the first routine scheduled maintenance appointment 
Appoi ntment date~:RiiiiilR~Fiiiiiiiiii"'~jiji~iii'" 
·'j:tA"'~fiQJ;n·n· 
o I have a full tonk of gas 
o I have personally inspected my new vehicle. It is in good operating 
f~ _. I I r 
o Desired date and time of call: 
Phone number: 
Some Op.efating features are optional and may not be included with your 
new vehIcle. 
INTERIOR 
o Keyless entry/key fobs 
o Seat Adjustment 
o Second Generation driver-side or driver· and possenger-side air bag 
o Supplemental Restraint System (SRS)/side air bogs 
o Safety belts (adjustable D·rings) 
o Operation of mirrors 
o Automatic-dimming day/night rearview mirror 
o Visors and front seat SRS warning for children 
o Door locks/windows (window lock switch/flip-out 
windows/power locks/power sliding doors) 
o Childproof rear door locks 
o Interior hood, fuel filler, and trunk release levers 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
o Audio system/set stations, clock operation/set time/rear 
controls/automatic volume and traffic controls/antenna 
location/operation 
o Audiocassette/CD player /CD changer/DVD operation 
o Temperature, compass, statistics displays 
o Navigation system 
o HomeLink® garage door control system 
o Security system operation 
EXTERIOR 
o Proper tightening of gas cap to seal 
o Tire pressure review 
TRUNK AND CARGO 
o Spare tire/jock location and operation 
o Review Owner Guide for safe loading practices 
o Emergency interior trunk release 
o LiFtgate operation 
o Fuel inertia switch (in passenger compartment in some models) 
REAR SEATING AREA 
o Flexible seating/storage positions 
o Child seat anchors 
UNDER THE HOOD 
o Fluid filler openings 
o Battery charge indicators 
OPERATION 
o Adjustable steering wheel operation 
o Review payload capacity placard 
o Vehicle starting procedures (starter interlock) 
o Brake/shift interlock (automatic transmission) 
o Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)/Traction Control System 
o Operation of headlights, high beam, flasher, parking, interior, 
and fog lights 
o Wiper and washer operation 
o Rear window defroster operation 
o Climate control and front/rear defroster operation 
o Cruise control operation 
OTHER FEATURES PRESENTER: 
"'B~1fIi1Il 
o I 9~knowledge thq! all items checked on !his qelivery form hove been revieV\ 
With me by my delivery person 10 my satisfaction. 
o I acknowledee that I hove it7afor of the free services, features 
and information ovaila 0 m 0 I.n at My Ford, the official website for F 
vehicl~ .. 
.y' < ! ! / 
~ ! cf.v1_' 
ST-104-MV Idaho State Tax Commission 
SALES TAX EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE - VEHICLE/VESSEL 
The buyer must complete this form and give it to the seifer wilen claiming a tax exemption. 
VEHICLENESSEL , Year 
~!I_N_FO_R_MA_T_IO_N~I~2~u~O~6~ __ ~h~'=O~ICJ==O ________ ~~~~6 ______ . ____
OUT-OF-STATE EXEMPTION FOR NONRESIDENT
se of this vehicle or vessel is exempt from sates tax because: 
an on-highway motorcycle 
a truck 
a trailer' 
o a snowmobile 
o a vessel with motor regardless of length 
a vessel without a motor, 11 feet or more in length' 
o anATV 
an off-highway motorcycle, and 
2. I am not an Idaho resident and during any 12-month period, I Will limit the storage or use of this vehicle/vessel in Idaho to 60 
days or less, and 
3. f Will take this vehicle to the state or country and will immediately license 
and title it there, if required to be titled and licensed in that state or country, and I. I 
My driver's license number is !7/l1 d e+J f <g J 0 H ,issued by (state or country) __ V\J--==:c-Q-=-"-'-.h'-l.-_____ _ 4. 
'This exemption does not apply to canoes, kayaks, or inflatable boats sold without a motor regardless of length, or to truck 
campers. 
V'JHlTE COpy . Idaho State Tax Comm!sslon Tax Bureau, Box 36, Boise. !darED 33722 
YELLOW COPY· SeHer 
INTERSTATE CARRIER EXEMPTION 
The purchase or lease of this motor vehicle or trailer is exempt from sales tax because: 
I Truck or Bus 
1. This motor vehicle will be immediately registered with a maximum gross weight of over 26,000 pounds and under 
the following proportional or pro-rata registration system: 0 IRP 
and 
2. This vehicle will be part of a registered fleet of vehicles which will operate __ % of its miles outside of Idaho, 
and 
3. I understand that if the out-of-Idaho fleet mileage drops below 10% for any registration year, I must pay use tax to 
the Tax CommisSion on the fair market value of this motor vehicle at that time. 
o Trailer 
1. This on-highway trailer will immediately become part of a fleet of vehicles registered under the following pro-rata 
registration system: IRPD Other ,and 
2. This fleet of vehicles will operate __ % of its miles outside of Idaho, and 
3, I understand that if the out-of-Idaho fleet mileage drops below 10% for any registration year, I must pay use tax to 
the Tax Commission on the fair market value of this trailer at that time. 
VVH!TE COpy - County Assessor/Idaho Transpona!lon Departmen! 
YELLOW COpy· Se!ler 
I certify that all statements I have made on this form are true and correct to the best of my knowledge. i understand that falsification of this certificate 
for the purpose of evading payment of tax is a mi eanor. ther penalties may also apply. 
SIGN HERE» 
NOTE TO SELLER 
Rule 128 states that if no exemption certificate is obtained from the buyer at the time of sale, the sale is presumed to be taxable. Exemption certificates 
obtained from a buyer at an unreasonable length of time after the sale will be reviewed by the Tax Commission vvith all other available evidence to determine 
whether the seller has provided clear and convincing proof that the sale was exempt from tax. 
• This form is valid only if all the information is complete. • The seller must keep this form. This form may be reproduced. 
ST00411 
12-09-05 
ST·I04-MV Idaho State Tax Commission 
SALES TAX EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE - VEHICLEfVESSEL 
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OUT-OF-STATE EXEMPTION FOR NONRESIDE
e of this vehicle or vessel is exempt from sales tax because: 
dcle is: 
an automobile 
an on-highway motorcycle 
D 
a snowmobile 
a vessel with motor regardless of length 
a vessel without a motor, 11 feet or more in length* 
an ATV 
an off-highway motorcycle, and 
2. I am not an Idaho resident and during any 12-monih period, I will limit the storage or use of this vehicle!vessel in Idaho to 60 
days or less. and 
3 I will take this vehicle to the state or country and Will immediately license 
and title it there, if required to be titled and licensed in that state or country. and 
4. My driver's license number is /lilt ct e+J i "310 H ,Issued by (state or country) __ ~"---,,,---,~ _______ . 
'This exemption does not apply to canoes, kayaks. or inflatable boats sold without a motor regardless of length, or to truck 
campers. 
VV1-l!TE COPY Idaho State Tax Commission Tax Discovery Bureau. Box 36. 8::ns8-. ldar,c 837~2 
YELLOW COP'f Seller 
INTERSTATE CARRIER EXEMPTION 
The purchase or lease of this motor vehicle or trailer is exempt from sales tax because: 
Truck or Bus 
1. This motor vehicle will be immediately registered with a maximum gross weight of over 26,000 pounds and under 
the following proportional or pro-rata registration system IRP 
and 
2. This vehicle will be part of a registered fleet of vehicles which will operate __ % of its miles outside of Idaho. 
and 
3. I understand that if the out-of-Idaho fleet mileage drops below 10% for any registration year, I must pay use tax to 
the Tax Commission on the fair market value of this motor vehicle at that time. 
Trailer 
1. This on-highway trailer will immediately become part of a fleet of vehicles registered under the following pro-rata 
registration system: D IRP D Other , and 
2. This fleet of vehicles will operate __ % of its miles outside of Idaho, and 
3. I understand that if the out-of-Idaho fleet mileage drops below 10% for any registration year, I must pay use tax to 
I certify that all statements I have made on this iOfm are true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand that falsification of this certificate 
for the purpose of evading payment of tax is a mi ther penalties may also apply. 
SIGN HERE» 




Rule 128 states that if no exemption certificate is obtained from the buyer at the time of sale, the sale is presumed to be taxable. Exemption certificates 
obtained from a buyer at an unreasonable length of time after the sale will be reviewed by the Tax Commission with all other available evidence to determine 
whether the seller has provided clear and convincing proof that the sale was exempt from tax. 






. Parts: 525-8900 
Service: 525-8950 
BROADWAY FORD, INC. 
980 W. BROADWAY 
P.O. BOX 51510 






PURCHASER·S NAME ___ T:..:.A:..:.N_N_E..:.-R'-.:...:M:..:.I:..:.CK:..:.,E....:L=.:S::.::E::.;.N"--______________ _ DATro..E __ 0_B_I_1_B_/0_7_ 
(Ple"se Prim or T,,"pe) 
PURCHASER·S ADDRESS ____ --..:8::...::5:..::0c..:4_H:..=..:IL=L:::.;:C:.;..R=E:.::S..:..T.-:D::..:R:..:.....:.N.:.::E::......:..:M:.::O..::.S:=.ES=-....:L:::.A.;.:.K.:=E:l.,--'-'-W:..:.A_9::..:8::.::8::.::3:...:.7 _______ _ 
ISTREET} ISTATE} 
BUSINESS PHONE ______ ---'.N2.!/'-'.A2--______ _ 
tefTY} IZIP CODE) 
RESIDENCE PHONE (509) 6&0-0718 





I MOOEl OR SERIES 
F350 
I BODY TYPE 
4X4 I COlOR pilM 8e DARK BLUE EARL LEA 
VEHICLE IOENTIFICATION NO IFTWW31 RXBEB36707 I SALESMEN MARLOW RHODES 
CASH PRICE OF VEHICLE C;Jl qq I::- VIl71 
~"/A 
0.00 
TOTAL 58 gq 5.00 
TAX E -'.33 
DOCUMENTARY CHARGE ~ fEES· 
NP LICENSE NIA 
lIC TRANSFER TITLE NIA REGISTRATION N/A 
DEPOSIT 0.00 CASH ON N/A "I TOTAL CASH PRICE DELIVERED 59,31 ~.33 CN ORDER S DELIVERY $ 
DESCRIPTION OF TRADE-IN VEHICLE AND/OR OTHER CREDITS WARNING 12} TOTAL DOWN PAYMENT 3,00 ~.01Z 
SERIAL NO. ~, 'Ii THE INSURANCE Af· 131 UNPAID BALANCE OF CASH PRICE }1·21 
")b,.51 ''to ,j~ 
VA 1\1 III 
Trade Allowanc::. $ NiJA FORDED HERE DOES I~I H 
NOT COVER LIABIUTY 14) INS LIFE OR A&H 
less 8.; ()wred on Tr.Ckt~"' N A FOR INJURY TO PER· MAKE N/A SONS OR DAMAGE TO N/R PROPERTY CI' OTHERS (51 EXTENDED WARRANTY 
MODEL N/A Net AIow.nce (rI Trao.-in 1\1 IA UNLESS SO INDICATED b-5,Il!':: 10' to HEREON. 16) AMOUNT FINANCED 13'4'S} 
FINANCED WITH: CHh Deposit or Credit Sal N It:\. ~ ~ PURCHASER M"Y i1l FINANCE CHARGE Lu, u. r" r< .. 
N/A "] 000. {j0 
CHOOSE THE PERSON ..., THROUGIi WHICH IN· 
181 TOTAL OF PAYMENTS IS·" 51,81 0.4E 
3,000. {j0 
SURANCE IS TO BE 
TOTAL CREDIT" $ OBTAINED 191 TOTAL SALE PRICE 5Lt,B~ 0.4i:: 
WARRANTY DISCLAIMER l10lANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE % 
I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THE UNIT PURCHASED UNDER THIS ORDER AND AT THE TIME OF DELIVERY BY THE DEALER THERE 
SHALL BE NO GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY. EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS TO ITS CONDITION OF ANY PART THEREOF EXCEPT AS MAY B THERWISE SPECI· 
FICAL~IM I'VAI'fING-BN .. THE FACE OF THIS ORDER OR IN A S~.AAATE WRITING FURN T RASER BY DEALER 
~ X '- , ~/~#-"'J""-"~ 
(DEALER OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE) (P 
SELLER & BUYER'S DISCLOSURE 
Purch.ser 119 ..... thatthla OrcMr includes all of the 'erma and conditions on both the face and reverse .Ide hereof, that this Order cancels and 
ouperaedH any prior ag .... ment and !Is of the date hereof comprise. the complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the sg_nt relating 
to the subject mattera covered henIby, and that THIS ORDER SHALL NOT BECOME BINDING UNTIL ACCEPTED BY DEALER OR HIS AUTHOR~ 
IlED REPRESENTATIve AND IN THE EVENT OF A TIME SALE, DEALER SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATED TO SELL UNTIL APPROVAL OF THE TERMS 
HEREOF IS GIVEN BY A BANK OR FINANCE COMPANY WILLING TO PURCHASE A RETAIL INSTALMENT CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARnes 
HERETO BASED ON SUCH TERMS. Purch ..... by signing this Order certifies that he la of legal age to execute binding contracts In this State and 
IICknowladgas that he has reed Its terms and condition. lind hSll received. true copy of this Order and Odometer Statement. 
(Feduol regulations rcquir. you 10 stale tlu odomcur "'i1eag. upon transf" of ownrrship. An inaccurale or untruthful JlaUmmt may make you liablcfor damiJgu to your 
tronsfcru.forollorn.yfus. andfor civil orcrimillDl penallit<. pursuanl 10 uClions409. 412 and4/J ofthc Motor V.hid. Infannation andCoSl Savings Acl of 1972 (Pub. 
L. 92·513. as amended by Pub. L. 94·J64). 
PURCHASED UNIT 
(Federal regula'ions require you to stale the odoc'nelar mileage upon transfer 01 ownet'shlp. An In· 
aa:vrale 01 untruthful sillement may me;ke you liable tor d.mages IO)'OU' Iransferee. fOf attorNY foes, 
andlor ctvd orCfirntt\a1 penafhes. pursoa011o sectJons409. 412. and4130f Ute MotOf Vehidelnforma-
tion and Cost Savings Act of 1912 (Pub L. 92·513. as amended by Pub L 94·3&4.) 
B,oadw.y Fo,d,.Im:. 
(Transferof s N<'Ime - Seller (Please Pont or Type) 
980 W. Broadway. Id.oo Falls. Idoho 
1& AodreSSI 
tale that the Odomeler of the veNda on lhfs invOtC::e f"C'N reads 
1,495 
(1' I hereby certify thaI to !he besl of mv knowledge the odometer reading as slated above reflects 
Ihe &dua' mdeaqe of the vehJCle 
o (2) t hereby certify that to the best 01 my knowledge the odomeler reading as staled aJ:lcroJe reflects 
f'e amount of mileage in excelt of designed rnoc:h.anical odometer hrru1 of 99.999 melesl 
ktIome1ers. 
0(3) l hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge lhe odometer reeding a5 ,Ialec atx:lYol is NOT 
.. actual mileage of lhe vehidtt and should not be ,elied upon 
a-t..o- baa onIjI, .. 
U (t) I hereby certify fhalthe odometer of said vehicle was not .n.red. set bIOl. or disconr'llCted while 
11'\ my possnson. and I hay. no knOwi6dge of anyone e.se dOfno !Ct. 
0(2) I hereby certify that the odometer was ~lIe(ed for raoait or reptacemtnl purposes 'WhIle in my 
TRADE .... UNIT 
(Federal reQulallCnS 1&QUite you to stal. the odornIrIef rnile&g4t ~ ,ransf., of ownen;hip. An .... 
iCCtJrat. Of untruthfulstatemenl m.ay make you "able for damages IOyour ,r.n$1er ... tor .nornoy fMS, 
.ard fOf civil Of cnminal penalltes. pursuanllo sections (09. 4 12. end 04'3 of the Mokx VeNde infOfme~ 
lion and Coo, Savi<>gs Act 01 1972 (Pub l. 92·513. as amended by Pub L 94.36"). 
TANNER.MICKELSEN 
/Transferors Name Seller) (Please Print 0' Tyq:) 
851714 HTI I CREST DR NE MOSES hAKE, WAr}18S37 i& Address) 'ITR 
i!:s;:~:;;;:~'::t::s~tple Ihallhe Odometer oftha vehde on thiS invoice now reads _____ _ 
a...d< one bo. criy. 
o (1) I t'ereby certity mat to the best of my knowtedge !he odometer reacting as ,1.led above ~a 
h actual mile., Of the Yfrhick!l 
o (2) I hereby certify that !he "".teI",v.knowIedge"'" _Ie, ,eliding IS slalod obo .. _ "'" 
amount 0' miieage In excess of desjgned t'I'led'\anreal odometer limn rtf 99,999 milesl 
!dometers. 
o (3) I hereby certify IhalIO "'" _I 0/ my kno*">dge .... _me' .... 'eoding .s ".1.,.. _ is NOT 
1'e adual mileage o¢ !'he vetUdl! end shOuld I"lOl be ,effed upon . 
ChocIt """ boo onIy.-" ... - -_. __ .. 
o ('I) I hereby certify thaI the odomelM of said vehtcle wtsnot attered. setbacX. or disconnected whit. 
in my possession. and t have no knowledge of anyone arise ctomg so .• 
o (2) I hefeby certify ~II~ odo~1er was atter~ for r"",1f or reptac:ernent purpo$H wnaa rn my 
ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
1 As llsed in this Order the terms (a) 'Dealer" shall mean the authorized Dealer to whom this Order is addressed and who shall become a 
rty hereto by Its acceptance hereof. (b) "Purchaser" shall mean the party executing this Order as such on the face hereof. and (c) "Man-
,cturer" shall mean the Corporation that manufactured the vehicle or chassis. it being understood by Purchaser and Dealer thai Dealer is 
10 respect the agent of Manufacturer. that Deater and Purchaser are the sole parties to this Order and that reference to Manufacturer with 
;pect to new motor vehicles. 
2. Manufacturer has reserved the right to change the price to Dealer of new motor vehicles without notice. In the event the price to Dealer 
npw motor vehicles of the series and body type ordered hereunder is changed by Manufacturer prior to delivery of the new mOtor vehicle 
jered hereunder to Purchaser. Dealer reserves the right to change the cash delivered price of such motor vehicle to Purchaser accord-
Ily If such cash delivered price is Increased by Dealer. Purchaser may. if dissatisfied therewith. cancel this Order, in which event if a used 
)tor vehicle has been traded in as a part of the consideration for such new motor vehicle, such used motor vehicle shall be returned to 
rchaser upon payment of a reasonable charge for storage and repairs (if any) or, if such used motor vehicle has been previously sold by 
'aler. the amount received therefor. less a seiling commlsSlon..'{)f 15% and any expense incurred in storing. insuring. conditioning or 
verlislng said used motor vehicle for sale. shall be returned to Purchaser. 
1 If the used motor vehicle which has been traded in as a part of the consideration for the motor vehicte ordered hereunder is not to be 
livered to Dealer until delivery to Purchaser of such motor vehicle. the used motor vehicle shall be reappraised at that time and such reap-
lised value shall determine the allowance made for such used motor vehicte. If such reappraised value is lower than the original allow-
ce theretor shown on the front of thiS Order. Purchaser may, If diss<'ltisfied therewith. cancel this Order. provided. however. that such right 
cancet is exercised prior to the delivery of the motor vehicle ordered !1ereunder to the Purchaser and surrender of the used motor vehicle 
Dealer. 
4. Purchaser agrees to deliver to Dealer satisfactory evidence of title to any used motor vehicle traded in as a part of the consideration for 
~ motor vehicle ordered hereunder at the lime of delivery of such used motor vehicle to Dealer. Purchaser warrants any such used motor 
hicle to be his property free and clear of all liens and encumbrances p.)(cept as otherwise noted herein. 
5. Unless this Order shall have been cancelled by Purchaser under and in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 or 3 above. 
~aler sha II have the fight. upon failure or refusal of Purchaser to accept delivery of the motor vehicle ordered hereunder and to comply with 
~ ter ms of this Order. to retain as liquidated damages any cash deposit made by Purchaser. and. in the event a used motor vehicle has 
en traded In as a part of the conSideration for the motor vehicle ordered hereunder, to sell such used motor vehicle and reimburse himself 
t of the proceeds of such sale for the expenses specified in paragraph 2 aoove and for such other expenses and losses as Dealer may 
;ur or suffer as a result of such failure or refusal by Purchaser. 
6. Manufacturer has reserved the right to change the design of any new motor vehicle, chassis. accessories or parts thereof at any time 
thout notIce and without obligation to make the same or any similar change upon any motor vehicle, chassis. accessories or parts thereof 
2'vlously purchased by or shipped to Dealer or being manufactured or sold in accordance with Dealer's orders. Correspondingly. in the 
ent of any such change by Manufacturer, Dealer shalt have no obligation to Purchaser to make the same or any similar change in any 
)tor vehicte. chassis. accessories or parts thereof covered by thi5 Order either before or subsequent to delivery thereof to Purchaser. 
7. Dealer shall not be liable for failure to deliver or delay In delivering the motor vehicle covered by this Order where such failure or delay IS 
Ie. In whole or in part. to any cause beyond the ::onlr(1 or without the fault or negligence 01 Dealer. 
8. The price for the motor vehicle specified on the face of thiS Order includes reimbursement for Federal Excise taxes. but does not In· 
Jde sales taxes. use taxes or occupational taxes based on sales volume. (Federal. Slate or Locaf) unless expressty so stated. Purchaser 
;sumes and agrees to pay. unless prohibited by law. any such sales. use or occupational taxes imposed on or appticable to the transaction 
wered by Ihis Order. regardless of which party may have primary lax liability therefor. 
9. If a charge for Credit Life Insurance is included in thiS Order the provisions on Creditor life Insurancein any retait installment contract 
rm subsequently executed between the parties hereto In conjunction With thiS Order shall be fully eHecl1ve. If such Insurance IS unavall-
)Ie or partly unavailable under the designated policy. the applicable portion 01 the charge for CredItor Life Insurance speCIfied herem. and 
e finance charge thereon. may be deducted from the Totat Time Balance and credited to the Purchaser. If such insurance does not 
;come effective. notice thereof will be sent to the Purchaser by the Dealer and thiS Order and any retail Installment contract executed In 
lOjunction therewith shall otherwise remain fully eHective. 
10. ALL WARRANTIES. IF ANY. BY A MANUFACTUREOR OR SUPPLIER OTHER THAN DEALER ARE THEIRS. NOT 
lEALER·S. AND ONL Y SUCH MANUFACTURER OR OTHER SUPPLIER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR PERFORMANCE 
JNDER SUCH WARRANTIES UNLESS DEALER FURNISHES BUYER WITH A SEPARATE WRITTEN WARRANTY OR 
iERVICE CONTRACT MADE BY DEALER ON ITS OWN BEHALF, DEALER HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES. 
:XPRESS OR IMPLIED. INCLUDtNG ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
'ARTICULAR PURPOSE: (A) ON ALL GOODS AND-SERVICES SOlD BY DEALER. AND (8) ON ALL USED VEHICLES 
VHICH ARE HEREBY SOLD'AS IS-NOT EXPRESSLY WARRANTED OR GUARANTEED" 
~ FACTORY WARRANTY: ANY WARRANTY ON ANY NEW VEHICLE OR USED VEHICLE STILL SUBJECT TO A MANU-
'ACTURER'S WARRANTY IS THAT MADE BY THE MANUFACTURER ONLY THE SELLER HEREBY DISCLAIMS At L 
VARRANTIES. EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
'ITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
ISED VEHICLE WHETHER OR NOT SUBJECTTO MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY: UNLESS ASEPARATE WRITTEN 
NSTRUMENT SHOWING THE TERMS OF ANY DEALER WARRANTY OR SERVICE CONTRACT IS FURNISHED BY 
)EALER TO BUYER. THIS VEHICLE IS SOLD "AS IS - NOT EXPRESSLY WARRANTEOOR GUARANTEEO". AND THE 
iELLER HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES. EtTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING ANY IMPLiE,; 
VAAAANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A. PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
DEALER'S NON-REe \GREEMENT 
This Dealer's Non-Recourse Agreement (this "Agreement") is entered 
into between the dealer ("Dealer") and the bank ("Bank") identified 
below. Dealer wishes to sell, and Bank wishes to purchase, purchase 
money security agreements ("Contracts") arising from Dealer's sale of 
vehicles to purchasers ("Purchasers"). As used in this Agreement, the 
capitali2ed term Vehicle means: 
o New and used passenger and commercial vehicles ("Autos"). 
o Motor homes and travel trailers CRVs"). 
o Boats, including outboard morors, and boat trailers ("Marine"). 
Dealer will sell such Contracts and Bank will purchase such Contracts 
pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. 
1. The Bank shall have the right in its sole discretion to accept or reject 
any Contract tendered by Dealer for purchase. All purchases shall be sub-
ject to discount as shall be determined by Bank from time to time. (Dis-
count is the amount Dealer charges Purchaser minus the amount Bank 
pays for the ContracL) The difference, if any, between the finance charge 
on the Contract and the Bank's finance charge (such difference is referred 
to below as the "Dealer's pro-tata share") shall be credited to a non-
interest bearing resetve account (a "Reserve Account") established by 
the Bank, as provided in section 5 below. 
2. Dealer, for the purpose of inducing Bank to purchase Contracts, and 
with full knowledge that Bank will rely on such warranties and represen-
tations, warrants and represents, as to each Contract purchased by Bank 
that: (a) there shall be unpaid thereon the full amount represented as 
owing thereon, which amoLlnt shall be subject to nO defense, set-off, 
counterclaim, or want of legal capacity on the part of the Purchaser; 
(b) the Contract arises from the sale of the Vehicle which it describes; 
title to the Vehicle was at the time of sale vested in Dealer free of all 
liens and encumbrances; a first securiry interest in the Vehicle is now 
vested in Dealer subject only to the right of the Purchaser; the security 
interest is not subject to being avoided under the United States 
Bankruptcy Code or any other provision of law; and the Vehicle is as 
tepresented by Dealer to Purchaser; (c) Dealer shall provide the Bank 
with a certificate shoW1ng the Bank as first priority security interest holder 
within 90 days from the date of assignment of the Contract; (d) Dealer 
agrees and hereby warrants that all goods described in each purchased 
Contract will be covered by valid, effective physical damage insurance 
and such insurance will remain in force for a period of not less than ninety 
(90) days. Dealer also agrees to furnish Bank an "Agreement to Furnish 
Insurance" signed by the Purchaser. Dealer further agrees that in the 
event said Agreement to Furnish Insurance is not supplied to Bank, any 
loss or damage which ocCUts after purchase of any Contract is the Dealer's 
liabiliry and Dealer will repurchase the Contract on demand; (e) the 
Dealer has done whatever may be necessary for the protection of any 
securiry interest expressed in the Contract and will reimburse Bank fat 
all costs or expenses incurred by Bank in connection with Lhe perfec-
tion and continuation of such security interest; (f) none of the Con-
tracts will be in default in any respect at the time of purchase by Bank; 
(g) each Contract purchased will be valid and enforceable against the 
Purchaser named in the Contract; (h) nO agreement will be made by 
Dealer with the Purchaser other than as stated in documents furnished 
to the Bank; (i) each Contra~t will be accompanied by a credit state-
ment of the Purchaser, which will not conta.in any incorrect or mislead-
ing statements; Ul the down payment or deposit paid by Purchaser will 
be shown on the documents furnished to the Bank; (k) no part of the 
down payment or deposit and no part of the funds necessary to meet 
any instalment payment under the Contract will be advanced or fur-
nIshed by the Dealer to the Purchaser directly or indirectly, either before 
or after such payment is due or made; aJ Dealer shall not assert against 
the Bank any claim, lien or encumbrance which Dealer now has or may 
hereafter have with respect to the Vehicle; and (m) no Vehicle has 
experienced frame damage and no Vehicle has been salvaged or rebuilt 
priot to the date of the Contract. 
3. Dealer agrees promptly to fulfill all obligations to the Purchaser as 
required by the Contract, n1anufacturer's warranty, and under the law, 
whether federal, state or local, and will indemnity, defend and hold Bank 
harmless fronl any losses resulting from any actual or claiITled failure of 
Dealer to fulfill such obligations. In the event Dealer fails to perform 
any such obligations and Bank, in order to keep the Contract in good 
standing, causes the same to be performed, Dealer shall promptly, upon 
demand, reimburse the Bank for all expenses incurred or paid by the 
Bank with respect thereto. Dealer shall indemnity, defend and hold Bank 
71-6?l!'J liN] 
8 BANK. 
harmless against all claims and defenses, whether valid or invalid, relat-
ing to the Contract and the Vehicle sold thereunder or to acts or omis-
sions of Dealer and manufacturer including, without limitation, any 
claims or defenses based on the Federal Consumer Credit Protection 
Act or other federal, state or local law or regulation. 
4. Bank buys Contracts without recourse. However, in the event of any 
breach of any Dealer's warranties and agreements as stated in., this Agree-
ment, or as stated in separate assignments delivered to Bank with any 
Contract, or if anyone or more of the following conditions exist, Dealer 
shall, upon demand, immediately repurchase from Bank the Contract 
for an amount equal to the entire amount owing thereon (the "Repur-
chase Price") without any requirements that Bank take any action to 
collect amounts owing on the Contract or to repossess the collateral, 
and without any requirements that the Contract be then in default: 
a. The down payment or any deposit is not pa.id by a Purchaser as 
rep~sented in actual cash or trade-in allowance at fa.ir value or both; 
b. Purchaser defaults in making any deferred down payment; 
c. Purchaser is a minor or other person who lacks the legal capacity 
to enter into a contract binding upon such person unless a person 
with legal capaeiry co-signs the Contract; 
d. Dealer has knowledge the Vehicle is to be used for taxi, jitney 
and drive-yourself service-, 
e. Dealer fails to obtain a certificate of title to a Vehicle showing 
the Bank's interest; 
f. Dealer makes any agreement with the Purchaser affecting the 
Bank's rights without the Bank's written consent; 
g. The Contract covers the sale of an auto or truck of more than 
one and a half ton capacity; 
h. Dealer has knowledge the Vehicle is to be used in violation of 
customs, narcotics, immigration or prohibition laws~ 
1. The Purchaser asserts any claim, defense or set-off, whether valid 
or not, on the grounds that the Dealer or the manufacturer has mis-
represented or failed to comply with any warranties or representa-
tions, either express or implied, by Dealer or manufacturer to the 
Purchaser; 
j. The Vehicle is more than seVen calendar yem old and has a whole-
sale book value of less than $5,000; 
k. The Contract covers goods other than Vehicles. 
[n the event Dealer is obligated to repurchase a Contract, Dealer will 
delay the exercise of any rights under the Contract until the Repurchase 
Price is paid Lo Bank and the Comract has been physically redelivered 
to Dealer. 
5. FINANCE CHARGE 
The cost of credit paid by Purchaser and expressed in dollars and cents 
as a condition of the extension of credit (the "Finance Charge") shall 
be shared by Bank and Dealer in Lhe manner indicated below: 
o a. The Finance Charge shall be shared by Bank and Dealer on a 
pro-rata basis only, and Dealer's pro-rata share, if any, shall be credited 
to a Reserve Account as it accrues and after it is collected from the 
Purchaser. (A Reserve Account is a deposit account set aside for a 
portion of the Dealer's profits to protect the Bank against any con-
tingency or 10s5.) The funds so collected and deposited shall be paid 
to ____________________________________________ ___ 
Dealer subject to a maximum payment on any particular Contract 
not exceeding Dealer's pro-rata share of the originally projected total 
Finance Charge assuming payments would be pa.id exactly as agreed. 
b. The Finance Charge shall be shared by Bank and Dealer on <. 
pro-rata basis onl",)f the contract has a term of E.--. months 
or les~ hVe percent ( 7':)' %) of Dealer's pro-rata 
share, if any, shall be credited to a Reserve Account established by 
the Bank, and if tl): Contract has a term e;:J,ltding tJA. . 
months, A 1#1 percent ( %) of Dealer's 
pro-rata share, if any, shall be credited to a Reserve Account estab-
lished by Bank. The remaining percentage of the Dealer's pro-rata 
share, if any, witi be retained by the Bank and will not be credited 
to Dealer or to any Reserve Account. The Bank will pay to Dealer 
the amoLlnt credited to the Reserve Account referred to above at 
the end of each month. If a Contract is paid off from any source 
on or before the 90th day from the date of any Contract, then the 
Bank will withdraw from the Reserve Account and retain as its 
own tunds the tull amount of the Finance r:harge that was credited 
to that account arising trom the ract. If there are insuffi-
cient funds in the Reserve such withdrawals, Dealer 
agrees to pay such amountS to 
Accounts on Contracts paid otT at any time on or after the 91st day 
from the Contract date, unless the Contract is subject to repurchase 
by Dealer under the terms of this Agreement, will not be subject 
to withdrawal by the Bank, !lor will Bank make demand on Dealer 
for payment of such amounts. 
o c. Finance Charge shall be shared by Bank and Dealer on a pro-rata 
basis only, and Dealer's pro-rata share, if any, shall be credited to 
a Reserve Acc~IZL At the end of each month, Bank shall pay to 
Dealer IJ:: percent (-;lL-%) of all amounts 
credited to the Reserve ,A,ccount for Contracts purchased during 
tha'J{t0nth, The remaining percent 
( %) of the Dealer's pro-rata share credited to the Reserve 
Account shall be held in the Reserve Account until all Contracts 
purchased by Bank have been paid in fulL If a Contract is paid off 
before maturity, Bank will withdraw from the Reserve Account and 
retain as its own funds the unearned portion of the Finance Charge 
that was credited to the Reserve Account from rhe paid off Con-
tract. If there afe insutlicient funds in the Reserve Account to cover 
such withdrawals, Dealer agrees to pay such deficiency upon demand, 
From time to time at its sole discretion, Bank may pay Dealer the 
amount y which the baiance.,91 the Reser.ve Account exceeds 
__ ..DC(-ll ____ perccnt (~%) of the difference between 
the agg cgate amount of Finance Charge owmg on all outstanding 
Contracts purchased by Bank and Bank', portion of such Finance 
Charge on all such Contracts, 
All sums credited to and remaining in the Reserve Account under para-
graph 5a, 5b or 5c above shall be held by Bank as security for the perfor-
mance by Dealer of all of its obligations owing to Bank, including but 
not limited to all of Dealer's obligations with respect to Contracts pur-
chased by Bank from Dealer. If Dealer shall become insolvent or a peti-
tion in bankruptcy shall be filed by or against the Dealer, or the Bank 
shall have reasonable grounds to feel itself insecure, or the Dealer and 
the Bank cease to do business with each other, the Bank may in its sole 
discretion hold all of the Reserve Account funds until all of the Dealer's 
obligations, direct or conti ngent, are paid in full or apply such funds to 
the Dealer's indebtedness to the Bank in such manner and in such amounts 
as the Bank deems advisable, If Bank elects to retain all Reserve Account 
funds until all of the Dealer's obligations, direct or contingent, are paid 
in full, and requests payment by the Dealer of unpaid balances of obliga-
tions in default, the Bank shall have the right to charge interest at the 
highest lawful rate on such unpaid balances from the date of its elec-
tion, Bank shall have no obligation to pay interest on Reserve Account 
funds, 
6, In the event that Dealer sells extended service warranties covering 
the Vehicles ("Extended Warranties") to Purchasers, Dealer shall be solely 
responsible for all obligations to Purchasers arising under the Extended 
Warranties, Dealer shall defend and indemnify Bank from any losses or 
liability to Bank arising out of or in any way telated to any contentions 
from Purchasers that Dealer has failed to comply with the Extended War-
ranties, regardless of whether such contentions are without merit. Bank's 
losses and liabilities may include, but are not limited to, any lawsuits, 
principal and interest unpaid by Purchasers, damages, expenses, attor-
ney fees, and time expended by Bank employees. 
7, In the event of any dispute between Dealer and a Purchaser arising 
out of any warranties, representations, or Extended Warranties (as defined 
in Section 6) made by Dealer or manufacturer, Dealer shan have the right 
to resolve the dispute with tbe Purchaser within forty-five (45) calendar 
days (the "NegotIation Period") after-having firsrbeen put'on-oral or 
written notice of the dispute, During the Negotiation Period, Bank shaU 
refrain fron) exercising any rights pursuant to Sections 4(i) and 6 of this 
Agreement, unless Dealer has failed to notify Bank of the dispute within 
five (5) calendar days after Dealer bas first been put on notice of tbe 
dispute, 
8. Dealer shall provide Bank with financial statements and profit and 
loss statcnlc-nts monthly, unless other till1e periods are authorized by Bank 
in writing. Such statements shall be prepared in ;:.tccordan~e with gener-
ally accepted accounting principles. ' 
9, If Dealer fails to perform any obligation imposed upon it by the 
provisions of this /\weCIl1ent or nukes any misrepresentations vvith respect 
to any Vehicle or Contract purchased by Bank and it becomes necessary 
for the Bank to incur expcllSes, including, but not limited to, attorney 
fees, as a result thereof, Dealer shall reimburse Bank for such expenses 
promptly upon demand and Bank shall have the exclusive right to deter-
mine whether Dealer shall pay such sums to Bank or whether such 
expenses shall be withdrawn frOJll Dealer's Reserve Account. 
10, The enumeration of remedies herein shall not prevent the Bank from 
exercising any other remedies it may have as a matter of law and all 
remedies possessed bv the Bank are cumulative to the extent they are 
not in conflict and in any order. 
11. This Agreement by either party upon written 
notice to the other party of election to terminate. However, this Agree-
ment shall remain in full force and effect despite such notice of termina-
tion as to all Contracts theretofore purchased by Bank and which have 
not been fully repaid by Purchasers, and during such period no portion 
of the Reserve Account shall be paid to Dealer. 
12, This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and bind the respec-
tive successors and assigns of the parties. This Agreement constitutes the 
entire agreement between Bank and Dealer and supersedes all prior and 
contemporaneous understandings, representations, negotiations and dis-
cussions, whether oral or written, between Bank and Dealer with respect 
to all Contracts hereafter acquired by Bank from Dealer, This Agree-
ment may not be modified in any manner except by a writing signed 
by an authorized representative of the party being bound thereby, 
13, Dealer agrees that Bank may, in Bank's sole discretion, and without 
the requirement of any further approval from Dealer, enter into agree-
ments with Purchasers to release or substitute Vehicles or other collateral 
securing Contracts purchased hereunder, or any num ber of times extend, 
reschedule, revise or otherwise modify any regular or irregular payments 
due underthe terms of Contracts, Bank may so release or substitute Vehi-
cles or other collateral securing Contracts, or extend, reschedule, revise 
or othi!'rwise modify any such Contracts without in any way impairing 
or waiving Dealer's repurchase obligations hereunder or under separate 
assignments delivered to Bank with any Contracts, TIllS provision is effec-
tive as to Contracts purchased before, as well as after, the execution of 
this Agreement. Bank is not required to take any action against any Pur-
chaser or any other person, to realize on any securiry for any or guaranty 
of any Purchaser's obligations under a Contract, or to pursue any other 
remedy it may have before exercising its rights against Dealer under this 
Agreement. 
14, In the event any suit action or arbitration is instituted to enforce 
or interpret the terms of this Agreement or to recover damages for breach 
of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover, in 
addition to costs and disbursements allowed by law, such sums as the 
COutt or arbitrator(s) may adjudge as reasonable attorney fees at arbitra-
tion, trial and on any appeal therefrom, 
15, ARBITRATION CLAUSE 
a, Eithet Bank or Dealer may require that all disputes, claims, coun-
terclaims and defenses, including those based on or arising from any 
alleged tort ("Claims") relating in any way to this Agreement or 
any transaction of which this Agreement is a part be settled by binding 
arbitration in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules 
of the American Arbitration Association and Title 9 of the US, Code, 
All Claims will be subject to the statutes of limitations applicable 
if they were litigated, 
b, If arbitration occurs and each party's Claim is less than $100,000, 
one neutral arbitrator will decide all issues; if any party's Claim is 
$100,000 or more, three neutral arbitrators will decide all issues, All 
arbitrators shall be attorneys admitted to practice and in good standing 
in the bar of the state where the Bank is located as indicated by its 
full bank name, In addition to all other powers, the arbitrator(s) shall 
have the exclusive right to determine all issues of arbitrability, Judg-
ment on any arbitration J"\vard Inay be entered in any court with 
Jurisdiction, All arbitration hearings will be held in a location mutu-
ally agreeable to the parties, or if no agreement is reached, in the 
city where Bank maintains its head office, 
c. If either party institutes any judicial proceeding relating to the 
.. __ Agn~e~p.J,~l!..cj1_~ction shall n<:>.t:,!oe a waive,r:of the nght to submit 
any Claim to arbitration, In addition, each has the right before, dur-
ing, and after any arbitration to exercise any number of the follov\'-
ing remedies, including but not limited to setoff, injunction, 
appointment of receiver, attachment, claim and deliver and replevin. 
16, This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with 
the laws of the state where the Bank is located as indicated by its full 
bank name, 
DE.'\LER 
I Br,oadway Ford Inc. OFFI\", 
By 






G. Lance Nalder, Esq., ISB #3398 
Benjamin K. Mason, Esq., ISB #7437 
NALDER LAW OFFICE PC 
591 Park Avenue Suite 201 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Telephone: 208.542.0525 
Facsimile: 208.542.1002 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




BROADWAY FORD, INC.; U.S. BANK, 
N.A., 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2009-6348 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that defendant, Broadway Ford, Inc. , by and through counsel 
of record, served on plaintiffs counsel, Brian J. Cheney, a copy of ANSWERS TO PETITIONER'S 
1'1 If;/" 
REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY TO RESPONDENT by mail on the -f--d::- day of May, 2010. 
Copies were served upon all other counsel. 
DATED this l;l day of May, 2010. 
NALDER LAW OFFICE, P.C, 
By: 
1 - NOTICE OF SERVICE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed a~ey in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the I (7- l.Y~ of May, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the 
correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
GLN/gr 
BRIAN J. CHENEY, ESQ. [ ~ail 
MAY RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHID [ ] Hand Delivery 
PO BOX 370 [ ] Facsimile 
POCATELLO ID 83204-0370 
THOMAS J LLOYD III 
GREENERBURKESHO~RPA 
950 W BANNOCK ST SUITE 900 
BOISE ID 83702 
[~ail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
NALDER LAW OFFICE, P.C. 
By: 
G. ance Nalder, Esq. 
G:\AI\ NLO Documents\GLN\6021-5\Discovery\OO1 Not Service.wpd 
2 - NOTICE OF SERVICE 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq., ISB #3398 
Benjamin K. Mason, Esq., ISB #7437 
NALDER LAW OFFICE PC 
591 Park Avenue Suite 201 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Telephone: 208.542.0525 
Facsimile: 208.542.1002 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




BROADWAY FORD, INC.; U.S. BANK, 
N.A., 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV -2009-6348 
AFFIDAVIT OF MONT CRNKOVICH 
Mont Crnkovich, being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and says: 
1. My name is Mont Crnkovich. I am the Vice-President, majority shareholder, and a 
Director of Broadway Ford, Inc., which entity is an authorized dealership for the Ford Motor 
Company. I have been the Vice-President of Broadway Ford, Inc. for the past 26 years. 
2. I am familiar with the Ford Motor Company manufacturer's bumper-to-bumper 
warranty on new Ford vehicles, as well as the warranty claim processing requirements and protocols 
1 - AFFIDA VII OF MONT CRNKOVICH 
as they have exist and apply to Ford F-350 trucks and other new Ford vehicles, including 2008 
models sold or leased in 2007. 
3. On August 18, 2007, Broadway Ford, through U.S. Bank, leased a2008 Ford F-350 
truck, VIN: IFTWW31RX8EB36707 to Mr. Tanner Mickelsen, who at the time was a resident of 
the State of Washington. The truck had 1,496 mile on the odometer at the time Mr. Mickelsen 
leased the truck and drove it away from the Broadway Ford lot in Idaho Falls, Idaho, but the truck 
was still a "new" vehicle and carried a completely valid and full manufacturer's bumper-to-bumper, 
new vehicle warranty. Broadway Ford so informed Mr. Mickelsen. Broadway Ford made no 
separate, additional or different warranties to Mr. Mickelsen. The only warranty extended to Mr. 
Mickelsen was the Ford manufacturer's new vehicle, bumper-to-bumper warranty-not a dealer's 
warranty. 
4. After Broadway Ford received the initial delivery of the 2008 F-350 truck from Ford 
Motor Company as a new vehicle, and to enhance the marketability of the truck to certain 
prospective purchasers, Broadway Ford had installed on the truck custom rims and tires larger than 
those that came with the truck from the factory. Broadway Ford also had a "lift" installed on the 
truck to accommodate the larger than standard size tires. 
5. Installation of the "lift" and/or tires and rims did not void or invalidate any aspect of 
the manufacturer's new vehicle warranty on the truck leased by Mr. Mickelsen. 
6. I am aware of Mr. Mickelsen's claim that, after leasing the F-350 truck and putting 
over 26,500 additional miles on the truck, a steering problem developed with the truck, and that he 
took the truck to Discovery Ford in Moses Lake, Washington for diagnosis and, if necessary, repair. 
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7. I attended the deposition taken by Mr. Mickelsen on AprilS, 2010 and listened to Mr. 
Mickelsen's testimony. I am aware that Mr. Mickelsen claims that Discovery Ford inspected the 
truck and told him that a worn steering gear and drag link was the source of the steering problem. 
I am also aware that Mr. Mickelsen claims that Discovery Ford told him that the steering repair was 
not covered under the manufacturer's warranty because the "lift" installed on the truck was the root 
cause of excessive wear to and failure of the steering gear and drag link on the truck. 
S. Broadway Ford flatly disputes any such contention and believes the same to be false. 
9. Through my ownership interest and personal involvement in Broadway Ford and my 
position as an employee, officer and director of this authorized Ford Motor Company dealership, I 
am familiar with the requirements, policies, procedures and protocols for warranty claim submission 
and processing as dictated by the Ford Motor Company, and which all authorized Ford dealerships 
(including Discovery Ford of Moses Lake, Washington) must follow in performing new vehicle 
warranty repairs and in determining whether a particular repair or component part is covered by the 
manufacturer's warranty. 
10. If Discovery Ford actually denied Mr. Mickelsen's warranty claim for the worn drag 
link and steering gear as claimed by Mr. Mickelsen, then Discovery Ford, as the dealership denying 
the warranty repair, would have been required to enter into the Ford Motor Company computer 
database the identifying information for Mr. Mickelsen's truck, including the year, make, model and 
vehicle identification number, as well as the component parts affected and the reason(s) for the 
denial of the warranty repair. 
11. One of the purposes for entering the warranty claim denial and the identifying 
information for the particular vehicle as set forth in the preceding paragraph is to prevent an owner 
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from receiving a warranty repair denial from one dealership and then "shopping" the repair to 
another dealership. Another reason is to prevent dealerships from submitting multiple and repeat 
warranty claims for the same vehicle and component parts and receiving duplicate payments from 
Ford Motor Company. 
12. Once a warranty has been voided, either entirely or partially with respect to a 
particular vehicle component part or system, and has been entered into the computer database, it 
cannot be "revived," or "resurrected" or "overridden" by a dealership so as to later perform the same 
work on the same vehicle but under a later claim that the work is covered for warranty purposes. 
Ford Motor company would be required to intervene and reverse the denial, and such action would 
appear on the computer database and related information. 
13. Once the information concerning a warranty claim is entered into Ford's computer 
database, and regardless of whether it is a denied or accepted warranty claim) all authorized Ford 
dealerships have access to the information concerning warranty claims and denials with respect to 
a particular vehicle by using the vehicle identification number to access that data on the Ford Motor 
company system. The data is part of the usual and regular business records kept and accessible by 
dealerships in the ordinary course of business. 
14. I accessed the Ford warranty claim database in April 20 1 0 and obtained an "OASIS" 
report and "Claim Detail" report for Mr. Mickelsen's truck, using VIN: IFTWW3IRX8EB36707, 
which is the identification number for the truck leased by Mr. Mickelsen. Those reports are attached 
hereto as Exhibits "A" and "B", respectively. The mileage on the date of sale/lease (1,495 miles), 
as well as the warranty start date (August 18,2007) and other identifying information regarding the 
make, model, etc. corroborate that these exhibits reference Mr. Mickelsen's leased vehicle. 
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15. Exhibits "A" and "B" show that on November 11, 2009 and after Mr. Mickelsen's 
truck had been repossessed, Discovery Ford performed warranty repairs to the steering mechanisms 
on the Mickelsen truck. The mileage on the truck at that time was 29,274 miles-only 1,257 miles 
more than what was on the truck's odometer when Discovery Ford denied the steering repair under 
warranty in September 2008. 
16. Both Exhibit "A" and "B" reflect that the steering gear and drag link were replaced 
under warranty by Discovery Ford. These are the same component parts that Mr. Mickelsen claims 
could not or would not be repaired by Discovery Ford in September/October 2008 because the "lift" 
had purportedly voided the manufacturer's warranty. That the same component parts and steering 
problem was involved can be verified by comparing the part descriptions and part numbers on 
Exhibits "A" and "B" which are attached to this affidavit to Exhibits 2 and 4 to Mr. Mickelsen's 
deposition transcript. The VIN numbers, part descriptions and diagnosis of the steering problem are 
all the same. 
17. These documents confirm that the manufacturer's warranty was in effect from the 
inception of the lease, and that, by inference, the "lift" did not invalidate the warranty. Under the 
warranty policies and procedures of Ford Motor Company, a determination of a void or voided 
warranty must be entered into the database along with the vehicle identification number, and a 
subsequent warranty repair for the same problem or part would be impossible to process. However, 
Exhibit "A" clearly shows that the steering repair was processed by Discovery Ford as 
"WARRANTY CLAIM NUMBER 164377" on November 11,2009. The repair notation from 
Discovery Ford on November 11,2009 indicates: "STEERlNG GEAR AND DRAG LINK WORN. 
REPLACED STEERlNG GEAR AND DRAG LINK." 
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18. There is no indication on Exhibits "A" or "B" that Discovery Ford's denial of Mr. 
:Mickelsen's warra.'1ty claim for the steering repair ever actually occurred, or that if the denial 
occurred, that the denial was later reversed or overridden by Ford Motor Company. 
19. Even ifit is asserted that the void/voided warranty information for the denied steering 
repair in 2008 was not entered into the database by Discovery Ford by oversight or error, the 
November 2009 warranty repair to and replacement ofthe same steering components could not have 
occurred if, as Mr. Mickelsen and Discovery Ford have claimed, the "lift" was the cause of the wear 
and failure of the steering gear and drag link as diagnosed in 2008. lfthe "lift" was the cause of the 
steering gear and drag link failure in 2008, it would still have been the cause in 2009. Ifthe vehicle 
repair was not covered by the warranty in 2008, it could not be covered under warranty in 2009. 
20. It is standard and a common practice among authorized Ford Dealerships to involve 
a Ford Motor Company field service engineer if a warranty question or dispute exists as to whether 
a non-manufactured component part (such as a "lift") was the cause of the failure of another 
component part of a vehicle. From the records I have reviewed, it does not appear that Discovery 
Ford ever involved a Ford Motor Company field service engineer or other representative to assess 
Mr. Mickelsen's vehicle, either before or after Discovery Ford denied the warranty repair to the 
steering problem with Mr. Mickelsen's truck, to determine whether the "lift" was in fact the cause 
of the steering gear and drag link failure. 
21. When Broadway Ford learned that Discovery Ford was declining to cover the 
warranty repair to Mr. Mickelsen's truck, Broadway Ford offered to repair the vehicle under 
warranty if Mr. Mickelsen would transport the vehicle to the Broadway Ford dealership in Idaho 
Falls. He declined. 
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22. Mr. Mickelsen requested that Broadway Ford pay for and send to Discovery Ford the 
steering gear and drag link parts and authorize Discovery Ford to make the repairs. However, 
Broadway Ford could not do so and then seek reimbursement from Ford Motor Company as a 
warranty repair as such does not comport with the warranty procedures ofFord Motor Company. 
23. I have sought through a public record request the title history for Mr. Mickelsen's 
leased truck following its repossession. I received from the State of Washington motor vehicle 
department a Vehicle Dealer Temp Permit, an Odometer Disclosure Statement, a Vehicle Title 
Application and a Vehicle Certificate of Ownership, which are respectively attached to this Affidavit 
as Exhibits "C," "D," "E" and "F." These documents have been redacted according to Washington 
Code 46-12-380 to protect the identity of the end purchaser/owner. These documents do reveal that, 
on September 11, 2009, the truck was sold to Discovery Ford with 28,130 miles on the odometer. 
(Exhibit "F".) Discovery Ford then re-sold the truck to another purchaser on or about September 
26, 2009-less than 2 months before the November 2009 "warranty claim and repair was performed, 
and. (Exhibits "C," "D" and "E".) 
24. Based on the attached documents and Exhibits 2 and 4 to Mr. Mickelsen's deposition 
transcript, only 123 miles were added to the truck's odometer reading from the date Discovery Ford 
assessed and denied Mr. Mickelsen's warranty claim on September 29, 2008, until it purchased and 
then ultimately sold the vehicle to another owner on September 26,2009. The truck had been driven 
an additional 1,144 miles before the November 11, 2009 the steering gear and drag link were 
replaced by Discovery Ford under the manufacturer's new vehicle warranty. 
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25. Under the Ford Motor Company warranty rules, a dealership cannot purchase a used 
vehicle with a remaining new vehicle manufacturer's warranty and, pending resaie, perform warranty 
I 
work that is to be paid to the dealership by Ford as a warranty claim. 
26. At his deposition, Mr. Mickelsen testified that he spoke with the new owner of the 
truck and confirmed that the new owner was experiencing the same problems Mr. Mickelsen had 
experienced. 
27. From the foregoing information and facts, it appears that the steering gear and drag 
link were never repaired or replaced between September 29, 2008 when Discovery Ford denied Mr. 
Mickelsen's warranty claim, and November 11, 2009 when the new purchaser had the steering gear 
and drag link replaced under warranty at Discovery Ford. 
DATED this _-=-(,_'fi-_ day of May, 2010. 
MONTE CRNKOVICH 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of May, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly license~mey in the State ofIdaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the \0 - day of May, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDA VIT OF MONT CRNKOVICH to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said documenttn the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
BRIAN J. CHENEY, ESQ. 
MAY RAMMELL & THOMPSON, CHID 
PO BOX 370 
POCATELLO ID 83204-0370 
THOMAS J LLOYD III 
GREENERBURKESHO~RPA 
950 W BANNOCK ST SUITE 900 
BOISE ID 83702 
[vrMail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
[/Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
NALDER LAW OFFICE, P.c. 
By: 
GLN/gr 
6021-5\008 AffMont Crnkovich 
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DARK BLUE PEARL W/B 
AXLE RATIO 
3.73 FINAL DRIVE RATIO 
",WARNING MESSAGES 
BODY STYLE 




AMlFM STROfCD CHANGER/elK 
WHEEL SIZE 
18X8 FRGD POL ALUM ROUNDED 
CUDL· THIS VEHICLE HAS A CLOSED CUDL REGION CONTACT 
VERIFY STATE REGISTRATION, VIN MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR CALIFORNIA EMISSIONS WTY 
~ ARN MESSAGES 
ATTENTION TECHNICIANS AND SERVICE MANAGERS: 
TO ENSURE OPTIMUM COOLING SYSTEM PREFORMANCE, REFER TO 09-08-05 
,..GENERAL WARRANTY INFORMATION 
ENGINE 
6.4L TC DIESEL V8 
ENGINE CALIBRA nON 
8F716AOA 
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT 
11,500 LB. GVW 
FRONT TIRE 
IT 275nOR18E AfT SSW 




Click here for CUDL 






New Vehicle Base Warranty 
~ OUTSTANDING FIELD SERVICE ACTIONS 
NO CAMPAIGN MESSAGE(S) FOUND 
.... EXTENDED COVERAGES 
NO ESP INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
... WARRANTY REPAIR HISTORY 
._-----------------_._._---._---_. __ ._._ ..... _----_ .. _---'''' .. -_ .. 
11/11/2009 
DEALER:Discovery Ford lincoln Mercury 








TESTOROVE. VERlA EO CONCERN. NO TSS'S OR SSMS. VEHICLE PULLS RIGHT AND sIE ERING VERY LoosE FEEUNG. OlAG SLOP IN STEERING GEAR ANO ORAG UNK WORN. REP LACED STEERING 
GEAR ANO ORAG UNK. SUBLET FOR AUGNMENT. TEST DROVE VERlFIEO REPAIR. MILES our 292B7. VEHICLE IS TOO LARGE FOR OUR AUGNMENT RACK AND TH US HAO TO BE SUBLET TO BEE-UNE 
FRAME & AXLE FOR AUGNMENT CHECK & All./USlliIEN 
09/1812009 
DEALER: Discovery Ford Lincoln Mercury 
WARRANTY CLAIM NUMBER: 162767 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
REPROGRAMMED PCMIIC AS PER RECALL. OK. 
ODOMETER: 028235M 
------------.~.----.-------.-------.--.------.-.. --~ .. -------
09/18/2009 
DEALER: Discovery Ford Lincoln Mercury 





INSPECTEO & INSTALLED COOUNG SYSTEM TEE AS PER RECAU.. OK 
-------.-------.--------.--------------.----~ 
09/18/2009 
DEALER: Discovery Ford Lincoln Merc:ury 
WARRANTY CLAIM NUMBER: 162767 ODOMETER: 028235M 
PART NUMBER ~R=T~O=E~SC=R=IP=TI=O~N~==========~ TI LABOROP CONomONCO ONDfTlON OESC 
T· SEAT FASTENERS 08COla 
INSPECTED FRONT DRIVER'S SEAT BACK & INSTALlED clAMP KIT AS PER RECALL· OK. 
EXHIBIT "B" 
Claim Detail 
Claim Detail Report 
Model Year = 2008 Claim Key = 4830112 
Vehicle Information 
Model Year: 2008 
Market Derived: F - FORD 
BodylCab Type: TIBC - DOUBLE CAB (CREW CAB) 
Version/Series: T/CD-350 SERIES 
Drive Type: TIE-4 WHL LIH PART TIME DRIVE 
Vehicle Line: T/F7-F250HD/350/450/550 [99-10] 
Warranty Start Date: lS-AUG-2007 
Production Date: 18-MA Y -2007 
VIN: IFTWW31RX8EB36707 
Dealer Information 
D 1 N 
DISCOVERY FORD LINCOLN 
ea er arne MERCURY 
Dealer Code: 01170 - * 
Address: 1140 S. PIONEER WAY 
City: MOSES LAKE 
State: WA Zip Code:98837 
Country: USA Region Code: NA 
Phone: (509)455-4551 
Cust. Concern Code: H26 - CONSTANT PULL TO RIGHT 
Condition Code: 42 - DOES NOT OPERATE PROPERL Y 
Page lof2 
Claim Wormation 
Document Number: 16437701 
R · ll-NOV-eparr Date: 2009 
Distance: 29274 
TIS: 28 
Technician Comment: TEST DROVE. VERIFIED CONCERN. NO TSB'S OR SSM'S. VEHICLE 
PULLS RIGHT AND STEERING VERY LOOSE FEELING. DIAG SLOP IN 
STEERING GEAR AND DRAG LINK WORN. REPLACED STEERING 
GEAR AND DRAG LINK. SUBLET FOR ALIGNMENT. TEST DROVE 
VERIFIED REPAIR. MILES OUT 29287. VEHICLE IS TOO LARGE FOR 
OUR ALIGNMENT RACK AND THUS HAD TO BE SUBLET TO BEE LINE 
FRAME & AXLE FOR ALIGNMENT CHECK & ADmSTMENT. 
Customer Comment: CUSTOMER STATES STEERING WHEEL IS OFF CENTER,PULL RIGHT 
Labor Op Code Labor Op Description 
3504A STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL OR REPLACE 
OSL OUTSIDE LABOR 
Causal Full Part Number 
Flag PREF BASE STIFF 
Part Part 
Description CPSC Quantity 
Y 7C3Z 3504 B GEAR ASY-STEERING 110201 1 
Claim Detail Page 2 of2 
N AC3Z 3304 B ROD ASY-STR ARM TO I 110301 1 
N XL 14 * MOTORCRAFTBATTERY 1102012.5 
N * 388898 S 110201 2 
EXHIBIT "C" 
DOL - ~010 2: 06: 13 PM Fax Server 
Vehicle Dealer Temp Permit 
Certificate of Fact for Address Verification 
Pcrmil E 
Num~r 8 
U&o lax ... :ampt Priv:da automobile Will> pun:hllBa(J ar\d u,,-..d o !Jy ...,0 in nnolher alale frH a minimum of 90 days ",hllo I was a tlonllllda 
1
1111111I11111111111111111 rasidant. before f entored Wl\shin\lton on --- . ... . . ----.-..... -
HONO~ FIN~NCE CORP 
VeaJer3 repof1 of sale WA Dfr No. 
f certlly [h~1 this inlormatioll is correct. 0323 
., lie velilCte IS clear of Il~moor;mcgs -=...:::....,..-.,..-
oe I.Ise" in WA (of P<i I:S DlllJl UtI" Jalllily Ir" I I~PQrlalir.>n only_) 
G In: Donor pravioU'3ly pilid Washington State 9Ble"-'usa [IDe 
Inheritance: Wallhlnglon 1>9fe6luse !!"IX P!lid by testillur. 
Tran. fared 10 SpOilS •. 
Oeahlfnamo 
DISCOVERY FORD 
excep1 as snOwrl_ Any (squired salas Vehicle is: (X) 0 Ne'l D Used £Xl P",'vio,,,,ly 
been 09 ::.. ::::.:...c==- --....I------ ----------'--J,P. ""'-- ... - ------ _ _ _ _ --1 
.~---~~~~~~~~------_l 
4nyone who knowingly makes a farse statement may be guilty of a lelony under slate law and upon i punished bV a fine, imprisonment or 
tho I declare under fy of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the information I have provided on this form is true and correct. 
c-~ 09 t2b 12009 
0111" S":Jn"d Plaoo S gn&d ( ..... ch a. C;Jy VI Counly) f'\Jlii!i",l, if ,,'gning for II buliinBBB 
- --_ ... - -_. ~------------------'!<tflisIQrOO Own9r SignalU10 pal" SfgruICI Place Sign eO (touch as Cily Or COllnly) P\J:.itioll, if :;;gning for " bU3ino!<9 
~~~~crr.~A~R~Y~~~~~~OR~SI~AM~P~---rI------------~~~~----~N7.0=~;A~R~,Z=A7T~IO~N~/~C~E~TIFICATION ----







Notary's Name (PRINTED or STAMPED) -:..1'I."l1.t.~-'-':cuLJ.....I-_________ ___ _ 
De(tlaf No. OR 
AND: Courtly I Offi~ No. Oft "'0""3 .... 2 ... 3'-___________ _ 
Nolar Ex iraborl Dale . . 
The D"pilfll{lulrl of Lit:flrls(ng has il policy of provIding aqual 8CCn!!s ro II~ o:nfllicfls. 
If you nMer &peci{" i!Jccommorf,tion. P/9lJS(J C8/1 (380) 902·35(}() or TTY (36D) 6tH-88B.t;. 
EXHIBIT "D" 
DOL 
. .1 lUUlmpw stAlE P[PA~TlUIIT OF ca. L1C.ENStNG 
41 ,010 2: 06 : 13 PM PAGE' '13 Fax Server 
o ometer Disclosure I Title* tension Statement 
Release of Interest by Registered Owner 
* (PLEASE SEE PAGE 2 FOR COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS AND EXPLANATION OF ASTERISK) 
. . ~ . 
D.O.l. COpy 
' .. . 
. " 
I ,.,.· .. , 
Dale olTru ul", . 
r .. { 
,': . 
. ::';' , [)M. ~n r.nSl . r I 
,-"<0,,,,9,-,' 'c..-..L-I ..... 2 .... 6 _ ..... /0 .... 9"---' ' 
• (; "",: lv' 
? . ~. ' . . ; 
.(lANDEBWrro Name 01 TRANSFEROR I SEl LER ., i,:".,,\ 
I 
.! 'f ,' 
W,ARr'JI III G.· 'ODOMETER Orf;CREP.ANCV SEE I'41lE2 
V1, ;'; : ' ., 
.... : 
, '. 




.. DOL. 41 010 2:06:13 PM PAGE 2 Fax Server 
STATE OF WASHINGTON 
ARTMENT OF LICENSING 
__________ - __ .... K 9038 • Olympia, Wi}$llinSlot) 9RStJ7·9n3R 
VEHICLE TITLE APPLICATION/REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE 
r 111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111 II til 11111 1111111111 11It111111 11111 11111 11111111 
12/30/2009 0936432010839592 
Lie/Plt Issue-Oate Tab-No Reg-Exp Value-Code/Yr Depl'e MO-Reg 
B26423N 10/2009 L211643 09/26/2010 42977/2009 2 12 
Power Use Mod -Yr Make Ser/Body Hodel/BT VIN or Serial No Res - Co 
D TRK 200a FORD F3PU F3S/CW 1 FTWW31RX8E836707 13 
Sclwt Seats Gwt Gwt-Strt Gwt -Exp Fleet Equip Prey Title 
7340 12000 09 / 27/2009 09/26/2010 
BRANDS: 
LOOMMENT : 
COLOR·BLUE - DISPLAY TAB ON BACK LICENSE PLATE ONLY 
MILEAGE 28130 A 
REGISTERED OWNER 
0928003818 
- FRONT PLATE IS STILL REQUI RED . 
LEGAL Ot1NE~ 
HORI ZON CREDI T UNION 
1704 S CLOVER DR 
MOSES LAKE ·WA 9~37 










x _x ____________________________________ _ 
SignaTure of negistered Owner(s) signature of Registered Owner( s ) 
Subscribed and SHorn tQ bafore ___________ _ Thi.s Day of _______ _ 
BATCH NO 2429 ----
FILING $ 
SUBAGENT $ 
LOCAL FEE $ 
LICENSE SAVe $ 
GWT I VWT FEE $ 
4.00 Tao FEE 1300 $ 
RTA EXCISE $ 
USE TAX $ 
OTHER $ 
DONOR AWARENESS$ 
STATE PARKS $ 







RPT 10 : ATITPR-1 
VALIDATION CODE 38320108093641230090206083959 
THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT PROOF OF OWNERSHIP 
FPO: ATITPR :2008/10{12.00003(1) 
TD-'ZI}--601 MlF LONG FORM (RI9ID7,Ofl P.Y" I ul ~ 
9 . 00 









Cl.AS~ : . 
1RK • 
COM 
If you oro 1flo buyor; You !TN:;! ilpply for .. now Ccr1ilicato Of Owncr:;hip (lillo) within 15 colondardBYs of acquiring 1M vehicle. Taka 1M si)ln&d liUe 10 your 
loes! Yshic/e lIC$n5in~ office snd pay the IIPpropriate faEr.l and tax~. YO\l must.lso comphtle an al)p~C3liorl fOr Cerlificate 01 OWlIyrtihiJ). n lti aVilililllllt un 
our wetlSlle (1.1 www.oI.WiJ.goy.oriTomyourloc;::llll1.lhlCtaIlCenSlngOlllco . lfyOUdonottron~orownershlpwilhin15ea1endatdaya.lI\&r& is a panally ft!S. 
